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Hyperlink: connecting space, time,
language, and technology

The very first website, which went live in 1990, is about itself. It begins:
“The WorldWideWeb (W3) is a wide-area hypermedia information retrieval initiative.”
The site explains key concepts that lead to its development: “Hypertext is text
which contains links to other texts. The term was coined by Ted Nelson around 1965.
HyperMedia is a term used for hypertext which is not constrained to be text: it
can include graphics, video and sound, for example. Apparently Ted Nelson was the
first to use this term too. Hypertext and HyperMedia are concepts, not products.”
Tim Berners-Lee, The World Wide Web Project. http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/
TheProject.html
This book is a collection of hyperlinks, literal and figurative, to work, texts, and
conversations that form my thesis. These connections operate across space, time,
language and technology.
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Abstract

This thesis constitutes a methodology for examining our
use of systems and tools. We are constantly generating
physical and digital residues, and tracing them can reveal
an underlying syntax of structures that produced them.
I work with these artifacts to highlight the capacities and
constraints of language and technology, and what results
is a transparency that draws us closer to the raw material.
Once broken down into bare elements, new forms can
then be resynthesized. Both critical and celebratory, this
inquiry uncovers logical structures to reimagine means
of making and to create alternate tools for thought.

Like an operating system
managing activities in the
background, space is
a technology, a carrier of
information, and a medium
of polity. Exposing the
workings of this operating
system — in free zones,
broadband technoscapes,
or global standards —
is as important as rehearsing
the skills to hack into it.
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Introduction

Consider this PDF: it is a digital interactive document
modified from a file prepared to be printed by Puritan Capital1
with an HP Digital Indigo Press 7900 that uses CMYK color
processing to lay a liquid, toner-based ink, on Mohawk
Superfine 80T Eggshell White paper, perfect bound and
trimmed to 6 by 9 inches.2 Its design was produced on a 2017
13-inch MacBook Pro3 running OS Sierra 10.12.6 with a 3.5
GHz Intel Core i7 processor and 16 GB 2133 MHz LPDDR3
of RAM, Intel Iris Plus Graphics 650 1536 MB graphics card,
with 64 U.S. keys, a Touch Bar with integrated Touch ID sensor,
ambient light sensor and Force Touch trackpad, powered by
a USB-C Power Adapter over approximately 988 hours4 to run
Adobe Creative Cloud programs, primarily InDesign, which
ultimately exported a zipped package for online upload. It is
typeset in Theinhardt Regular5 at 13.75 / 17.5pt and 10 / 13.13pt,
with 12 Paragraph styles, 10 Character styles, 9 Object styles,
9 Master Pages, 5 CMYK swatches, quarter-inch margins with
a 0.125 bleed and 17.5pt baseline grid, all to organize 411
images and 66 referential texts that shaped my thinking in
25902 words.
It is my thesis book. But in a sense, what you have
here is no more a catalogue of work than a product of all of
these specifications, a series of decisions resulting from
material, technology, and knowledge. To an extent, this book
and its contents were already designed by the means with
which I chose to produce it. The essays, too, are inevitably
syntheses of references that served as substrates for my work.
They expose the conceptual conditions behind my thinking,
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1 Despite sounding like an investment
firm, they provide quality printing
out of New Hampshire. Richard
Denzer has been incredibly patient
in handling all questions and
concerns regrading this project.
2 These dimensions maximize a 4-up
image on the HP Indigo 7600, which
can print on sheets up to 13 x 19."
It’s also a size accommodated by
on-demand printing options such as
Lulu and Blurb, a comforting backup.
3 This model introduced four
“Thunderbolt 3 Ports,” which require
an additional dongle to connect it to
things like my monitor and external
harddrive. Scarce thesis hours
were spent reading questionable
Amazon reviews to purchase, for the
second time, a properly functional
dongle, after the first promptly broke
after the return window. But this
endeavor may be a succinct embodiment of the sociopolitical context
surrounding technology use today:
Apple, Amazon, and the myriad
of hardware and software developers
that function under their hegemony.
4 These are the hours since
Wednesday March 7th at 3:33AM,
when the first draft of this
introduction was completed.
5 “Theinhardt was designed by François
Rappo after studying the origin of
the modern Grotesks from the early
20th century to design an optically
optimized contemporary font family
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organized in a wide range of 9
weights. It is named after Ferdinand
Theinhardt, a punchcutter and type
designer whose visionary approach
significantly shaped modern typography.” https://www.optimo.ch/
typefaces_Theinhardt_all_FontInformation.html. “Theinhardt’s Royal
Grotesk in the 1880s became internationally known as Berthold’s Akzidenz
Grotesk, which some call the godmother
of all modern grotesque typefaces.”
http://luc.devroye.org/fonts-46521.html

and footnotes, as a technology, are a means to access a larger
network of knowledge.6 Technology articulated my projects;
writers and artists equipped me with the language to
consider them.
My work traces the artifacts left by these tools and
systems to reveal the underlying design — the logic, the agenda
—implicit in the medium. I experiment with their capacities
and constraints, whether to read the residues of a place,
embrace time as time, analyze structures of language, or
reveal mechanisms of a machine. It both embraces and rejects
given structures, in a constant dialogue with technology.
Borrowing from Ursula LeGuin’s “A Rant on Technology,” I use
the term technology here to mean an “active human interface
with the material world,”7 broadly encompassing the artificial
constructs that mediate our experiences.
Technology’s illusion of infinite possibility blinds us
to what it restricts. Contemporary platforms are seemingly
empowering, but only in the expectations that design
cultivates. In fact, our interactions with technology withdraw
power to feed a select few, with an excess of superficial
choices masking increasingly widespread control.8 But the
ways in which we can subvert a given tool for other means
are limitless. All the specifications outlined above expose a
particular set of choices — and the multiplicity of possible
others to create something different.
This thesis is founded on a pursuit for transparency
into our production process. It is a methodology about
methods, and a self-reflexive exploration into our collective
commons. Our given systems — space, time, language
and tools — all become a means to reimagine seeing, thinking
and making.
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6 References are mostly extracted from
the courses here at RISD over the
past three years; others were chance
encounters. It is, unfortunately, a long
list of predominantly white male
theorists and designers. While they
help establish my thoughts within the
larger academic context, there are
many overlooked references that are
as critical and eloquent as the ones
I’ve chosen.
7 Ursula LeGuin, “A Rant About ‘Technology’,” Ursula K. Le Guin’s Website,
last modified February 26, 2017,
http://www.ursulakleguin.com/
Note-Technology.html. More than
any technologist or academic, I find
the fiction writer’s definition of
technology most compelling. In
LeGuin’s view, fiction and its capacity
to cultivate an imagination is
critical in engendering a compassionate existence in the world. While
technology is typically regarded as
a discipline of cold mechanics,
LeGuin’s generous definition resonates as a means to access a world
of active people.
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8 One easy target: Facebook’s mantra
to “Connect with friends and the
world around you” turned out to be
exceptionally deceptive in the 2016
presidential election, when the
platform in fact closed its users into
“echo chambers” while feeding their
data into partisan voter-profiling.
Our ability to “share”, “like”, “love”,
“haha”, “angry”, “friend”, “unfriend,” etc.
had powered political consultants to
target opinion-swaying campaigns.
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Space: “being there”

“‘I am the space where I am’ —This is a great line. But nowhere
can it be better appreciated than in a corner.”9 Gaston
Bachelard quotes Noël Arnaud to describe the intimacy of
corners in Poetics of Space. A secluded corner hosts a haven
for the imagination, a personal refuge into daydreams and
memories from the superimposed architecture of modernity.
Currently, however, our “homes” often shift between rooms,
apartments, cities or countries — even virtual worlds. We
oscillate between self and community in multiple contexts, and
our identity is formed by how we flow through these spaces.
A corner may be an entrance into a solitary conscience, while it
can also part into new openings. Edges both retreat inward
and project outward, convergent for introspection, divergent for
motion. We inhabit the many spaces consisting of the diverse
interiors and exteriors delineated by corners.
In Species of Spaces, Georges Perec writes: “There
are spaces today of every kind and every size, for every use
and every function. To live is to pass from one space to
another, while doing your very best not to bump yourself.”10
In fact, we’ve learned to navigate these so fluidly that despite
the diversity of spaces available to us, their distinctions remain
unnoticed. Unlike Perec, who gleaned meaning from empty
spaces11 and took exhaustive notes of quotidian Paris,
we often pass through our daily spaces — physical and
digital —observing nothing but our own transactions, empty
of consciousness.
Marc Augé describes this phenomenon in Non-Places,
in which he studies how the spaces of supermodernity—
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9 Gaston Bachelard, The Poetics of Space
(Boston: Beacon Press, 1994), 137.
10 Georges Perec, Species of Spaces and
Other Pieces (London: Penguin Classics,
2008), 6.
11 ibid. Perec begins the foreword: “The
subject of the book is not the void
exactly, but rather what there is round
about or inside it…what is external to
us, what we move about in the midst
of, our ambient milieu, the space
around us.”
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airports , shopping malls, supermarkets, highways — surrender
us into solitary contracts: “Alone, but one of many, the user
of a non-place is in contractual relations with it (or with the
powers that govern it).”12 Non-places serve as anonymously
traversed spaces rather than places of sociohistorical relations
with others that occupy it; our only relation is through the
underlying regulatory systems. Augé points to language
and signage as what orients and enforces this homogeneous
flow. “Vocabulary has a central role here because it is
what weaves the tissue of habits, educates the gaze, informs
the landscape.”13
Graphic design provides platforms for this vocabulary,
establishing its associations and hierarchies in context. And
whether with the golden arches of fast-food chains or the
green plaques of highway signage, design does more than
contain content. It embodies a visual attitude with words and
images.14 By positioning form and language, perhaps graphic
design can also do the opposite of what Augé describes: it
can scrape through the glazed engagements such non-places
induce. Whether in emphasizing automated engagement or
introducing friction, design provides strategies to “bump”15
ourselves to the edges of these spaces: to make us conscious
of our context, to pause and perceive, and relate to a place
beyond our transactional itineraries.
Occupying space begins with active, critical observation.
Photographer Dirk Braeckman’s approach resonates: “It comes
down to a perpetual exercise in looking, in experiencing a
space, things, a reality …Just ‘being there’ and the confrontation
with where you are, how you feel something and reconcile it
with everything you’ve experienced or seen. How it is lodged
in your head, really?. . . How it makes a fundamental difference
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12 “He is reminded, when necessary, that
the contract exists. One element in
this is the way the non-place is to be
used: the ticket he has bought, the
card he will have to show at the
tollbooth, even the trolley he trundles
round the supermarket, are all more
or less clear signs of it… What he is
confronted with, finally, is an image of
himself, but in truth it is a pretty
strange image. The only face to be
seen, the only voice to be heard, in
the silent dialogue he holds with the
landscape-text addressed to him
along with others, are his own: the
face and voice of a solitude made all
the more baffling by the fact that it
echoes millions of others.” Marc
Augé, Non-places: An Introduction to
Supermodernity (New York: Verso
Books, 1995), 101. While Augé writes
this 1992, this accurately depicts our
mirrors in cyberspace — see 8 on p.19
13 ibid., 108. As a foil, Augé refers to
Vincent Descombe to describe
“home,” as being one where vocabulary is rooted in place: “The character
is at home when he is at ease in the
rhetoric of the people with whom he
shares life.”
14 The form vs. content dichotomy has
often been collapsed by acknowledging the content inherent in form,
and vice versa.
15 Prem Krishnamurthy describes his
practice as one that pursues “bumpiness,” which he defines as “something that’s ‘off’ enough in its
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architecture and exhibitions that you
can’t help but notice the space in a
conscious way.” Andrew Russeth,
“‘Push Unusual Ideas Into the World’:
Prem Krishnamurthy of P! and Chris
Sharp of Lulu Discuss Their Hybrid
Spaces” Art News, April 25 2017,
http://www.artnews.com/2017/04/25/
push-unusual-ideas-into-the-worldprem-krishnamurthy-of-p-andchris-sharp-of-lulu-discuss-theirhybrid-spaces

when something is included or left out in a certain way.”16
“Being there” becomes about observing the way we observe.
Through observation, many artists have dramatized
existing conditions as a medium: John Cage’s 4'33" instructs
the performer to simply mark the duration of time, seated at
an unplayed piano at a concert hall;17 On Kawara’s date
paintings demonstrate a commitment to a daily act;18
Richard Wentworth’s photographs capture temporary creative
compromises in his series Making Do and Getting By;19
Nina Katchadourian’s audio tour gives voice to dust gathering
at the MoMA.20 Uniquely site-specific while universally
compelling, these pieces celebrate the mundane (or as Perec
puts, the “infra-ordinary,”21 ) — and what results is a radical
challenge against social conventions. Their power lies in
process rather than result: to listen intently, to continue
a meticulous routine, to appreciate the urgency of everyday
needs, to give voice to the smallest particles overlooked
in our environment. Rather than showcasing a resolved
product, they inspire us to value the ephemeral contexts of
space. The emphasis on what is already there shifts the focus
from the self within a predefined space (‘I am the space
where I am’,) to the collective —“we” are the space where we
are. We see and imagine the details that connect us.
By closely engaging with the visual cues of a given
space, it’s possible to unravel its relationship to other
occupants, past, present, or future. Even an empty room
carries residues signifying its use. We can mine leftovers and
potential conversations; we can also unravel the layers of
activities that simultaneously exist. As we flow through an
increasing variety of spaces, it becomes ever more critical
to recognize intersecting nodes of experience.
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16 Erick Eelbode (Conversation with Dirk
Braeckman) Dirk Braeckman: z.Z(t).
Ludion, Ghent / Amsterdam, 1998.
This self-aware observation is the
opposite approach of Augé’s traveler
who “catches only in partial glimpses
… piled hurriedly into his memory”
Augé, Non-places, 86.
17 Cage’s seminal composition
profoundly engaged silence—
or rather, the lack there of—
to reinvent music.
18

On Kawara, MAR. 6, 1970 “The New
York Times.” New York. From January
4, 1966, Kawara developed his Today
series painting the current date, at
times paired with news clippings
from the day, over the course of
five decades.
19

Richard Wentworth, Making Do and
Getting By
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20 Nina Katchadourian, Dust Gathering:
And Audio+ Experience, October 21
2016–October 1 2017, Museum of
Modern Art, New York NY. The
museum’s dust took stage as “material from both inside and outside...
literally an intermingling of different
people from around the world.”
https://www.moma.org/calendar/
exhibitions/3610
21 “How should we take account of,
question, describe what happens
every day and recurs everyday:
the banal, the quotidian, the obvious,
the common, the ordinary, the
infra-ordinary, the background noise,
the habitual?” Georges Perec,
“Approaches to What?”, L’infraordinaire, from Species of Spaces, 210.

Corners

Book, 5.5 × 8", 26 pages, rubber-bound. Winter 2017. Canon
Rebel XS, Bagnard Sans, Paperworks Savoy 100% Cotton
Natural White Paper, Zerkall German Ingres Orange paper,
Xerox Phaser 7800GX, 6.5" black rubber band.
Corners is a booklet that showcases photographs of a
range of interior and exterior spaces as an exploration of
formal juxtapositions. Every spread aligns the corner with the
spine of the book, so that each edge is paired with a plane
from another context. Bound with a rubber band, the reader
may rearrange these spaces to form new convergences.

The dialectics of the inside and
outside multiply with countless
diversified nuances.
Gaston Bachelard, Poetics of Space
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Corners

Photographed corners fall long the spine,
recontextualizing the space.
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Corners

Bound corners are juxtaposed through
the book’s construction.
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Corners

Unbound corners capture
fragments of spaces.
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Corners

Temporary rubber-band binding allows
for reordered combinations.

Carousel

User-edited video, https://marieotsuka.github.io/carousel.
Fall 2016. Canon Rebel XS, Canon EOS Ti, Adobe Premiere,
Adobe Audition, Adobe Media Encoder, HTML, CSS, JS.
Footage shot at the Providence T.F. Green Airport and Boston
Logan International Airport accessed via a Toyota Rav4, and
the Paris Orly Airport, arrived via Transavia flight 3108.
Carousel is a series of full-screen looping videos
displaying empty airports, presented as a website. Movement
is isolated in the endless rhythm of machines, such as in the
infinite feed of escalator steps. The footage continues to loop
until the user clicks within the browser window, cutting to the
next clip. Confined in a destination-less conveyor, the user’s
experience of using the site mirrors the captivating tedium of
an automated, cyclic, and secluded surrender to the web.
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Reading the Room

Installations, Fletcher room 409, 169 Weybosset St,
Providence RI. Spring 2017. Arrangements of:
Chairs ( April 14 –16 )
8 fold-up chairs, green and white.
Sounds from Thursday ( Thursday, April 27 )
Zoom H2n audio recorder, Logitech Z623 speakers.
Tacks that were There Before ( April 29 – 30 )
Roughly 3000 Universal clear 3/8" push-pins.
Open and Closed ( May 5 –6 )
Blackout curtains.
Light and Shadows ( May 8 – 9 )
1/4" Scotch masking tape black.
Reading the Room was a program of minimal site
interventions conducted in collaboration with Angela Lorenzo
in Fletcher 409, a graduate “crit” room. Over the course
of four weeks, the room became a site to stage self-reflexive
arrangements in space with the materials at hand. This
included staging existing chairs, amplifying live sounds, and
re-tacking the walls.
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Flyers for each arrangement were printed
on Xerox black/white on Staples
multipurpose paper.
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Reading the Room

An Arrangement of Chairs
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Reading the Room

An Arrangement of Chairs
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An Arrangement of Tacks involved
inserting over 3000 tacks into existing
holes of the wall.
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Reading the Room

An Arrangement of Tacks that were
There Before
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Reading the Room

An Arrangement of Open & Closed explores
curtain responses to the incoming breeze.
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Reading the Room

An Arrangement of Light and Shadows
displays masking tape on the floor,
following edges of shadows cast over
the course of the day.

A Handbook for Reading the Room

Book, 4 × 7", 106 pages, perfect bound. Spring 2017.
Google Images, Canon Rebel XS, F Grotesk, Neenah Classic
Crest Natural White 70T, cover in French Speckletone Paper
Olive, Xerox Phaser 7800GX.
Written and designed in collaboration with Angela
Lorenzo, A Handbook for Reading the Room documents
the site-specific installations for Reading the Room. In
considering the room as a “crit room,” where critique often
involves discussing work in the context of other work, the
book is also an index to the artistic references that informed
our spatially self-referential interventions.
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Handbook for
Reading the Room
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Handbook for
Reading the Room

Inspirations include work by Marcel
Duchamp, Ceal Floyer, Hans Haacke,
Man Ray, and Yoko Ono.

Looking Through

Installation, 82 × 125" print, CIT first floor hallway, 169
Weybosset Street, Providence RI. Fall 2017. HP Designjet
Z3200 Photo Plotter, Xerox Color C60, iPhone 6S.
Looking Through was a site-specific installation on
seeing through boundaries. As a to-scale print, they gave a 1:1
view of the building directly behind the surface to which they
were affixed. This enabled the viewer to “see through”: walls
( a wall at the end of a hallway is covered with a photograph of
Middle Street, Providence, the alleyway behind it ); doors (the
long exposure further reveals the interior activity of workers
behind the alleyway doors; screens (a pointer to Google Street
View orients the viewer and reveals that the view corresponds
to their exact location.)

Space is what arrests our gaze, what
our sight stumbles over: the obstacle,
bricks, an angle, a vanishing point.
Space is when it makes an angle, when
it stops, when we have to turn for it to
start off again.
Georges Perec, Species of Spaces
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Looking Through

Collage study of Middle Street, the
alleyway behind CIT, the RISD graduate
studio building.
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Looking Through

A 1:1 plotted print of Middle Street
showed a direct view through the CIT
hallway to the alley behind it.
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Looking Through

Location information is accessed via
a Google Streetview image that opens
to the same view.

Parking Lot

Installation, PPAC Square
Garage, 231 Weybosset
Street, Providence RI. Fall
2015. Colored cardboard
tubes and scrap material
from Recycling for RI
Education.
Parking Lot is
an exercise in responding
to an empty space with
abstract objects. Colored
tubes are “parked” in various
arrangements on the
parking grounds, exploring
structural markers as
formal invitations.
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Parking Lot

Roof level of PPAC Square Garage
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Parking Lot
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Parking Lot
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Parking Lot
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Time: “Now is a place, a coordinate”

Time is the primary technology through which we “interface
with the material world.”22 It is an artificial construct upon
which we make agreements to make sense of the world around
us. And with an overload of speculative information in a digital
era, we live in a state of non-linear time that is constantly
re-writing a potential future and questioning an unpromising
past.23 We seem to be spending our time continuously looping
through algorithmically mediated experiences.
Marc Augé writes, “Everything proceeds as if space had
been trapped by time, as if there were no history other than
the last forty-eight hours of news, as if each individual history
were drawing its motives, its words and images, from the
inexhaustible stock of an unending history in the present.”24
If a non-place is a space that never relates, then time that runs
through it is never “present”— it is non-present; it repeats in
a loop. With the need for constant stimulation and lack of
prolonged attention, we experience time recursively through
capitalist itineraries and digital devices. The proliferation of
non-places has led to the rise of the non-present.
But in contemporary art, time consumed in repetition
has been embraced as a way to eschew capitalist production.
Art critic Boris Groys notes, “It is precisely because such a
wasted, suspended, non-historical time cannot be accumulated
and absorbed by its product that it can be repeated —
impersonally and potentially infinitely.”25 And in a culture
where unproductive time is “waste,” he argues for time-based
media such as film and video as truly “con-temporary” that
salvages this “with-time.” Time-based work embraces the lack
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22 Ursula LeGuin, “A Rant About ‘Technology’,” Ursula K. Le Guin’s Website,
last modified February 26, 2017,
http://www.ursulakleguin.com/
Note-Technology.html.
23

Andreas Töpfer, “problems getting
used to living in a speculative time.”
Illustration for “The Speculative Time
Complex,” an interview between
Armen Avanessian and Suhail Malik.
Malik notes: “The speculative isn’t just
how the future makes the present. It’s
also that the present itself is a
speculative relationship to a past that
we have already exceeded.” “The
Speculative Time Complex,” DIS
Magazine, March 12 2016, http://
dismagazine.com/blog/81218/
the-speculative-time-complex-armen-avanessian-suhail-malik/
24 “There is no room there for history
unless it has been transformed into
an element of spectacle, usually in
allusive texts. What reigns there is
actuality, the urgency of the present
moment. Since non-places are there
to be passed through, they are
measured in units of time. Itineraries
do not work without timetables, lists
of departure and arrival times in
which a corner is always found for a
mention of possible delays. They are
lived through in the present…
Assailed by the images flooding from
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commercial, transport or retail
institutions, the passenger in
non-places has the simultaneous
experiences of a perpetual present
and an encounter with the self.”
Marc Augé, Non-Places: An Introduction to Supermodernity, 104–105
25 “Under the conditions of our
contemporary product-oriented
civilization, time does indeed have
problems when it is perceived as
being unproductive, wasted,
meaningless. Such unproductive
time is excluded from historical
narratives, endangered by the
prospect of complete erasure. This
is precisely the moment when
time-based art can help time.”
Boris Groys, “Comrades of Time,”
e-flux Journal #11, December 2009,
http://www.e-flux.com/
journal/11/61345/comrades-oftime/

of time of a mobile, fleeting audience and transforms it to an
excess. When time is commodified, the experience of “useless”
time as time itself becomes a luxury (much has been written
surrounding the term “use,” but this Kantian “purposiveness without purpose” often feels like a circular exercise in
semantics — on one hand, “useless” art is an attractive attitude
to counter capitalist consumption; on the other hand, we can
simply reframe such “purposeless”-ness as an unconventional
form of “use”).
Thus, the device-imposed present is confining, and its
significance to us is elusive. Grasping actuality, as a moment
perpetually in-between past and future, has always been
paradoxical: “Actuality is when the lighthouse is dark between
flashes. It is the instant between the ticks of the watch: it is
a void interval slipping forever through time: the rupture
between past and future: the gap at the poles of the revolving
magnetic field, infinitesimally small but ultimately real.”26
But it is precisely because it is undefined that this in-between
instant carries infinite possibilities.27 In a networked era, we
can simultaneously exist on multiple maps , but it is still where
we choose to spend each particular moment of experience
that determines where we are. And conversely, we can
instantly travel from one “place” to another, so our relationship
to a place determines how the time there flows — space is
temporal and time is dimensional. As artist Jesse Darling
writes, “Now is a place, a co-ordinate; i am where “I” am not,
and iThink (type, write, and right-click) therefore I am. If space
is a practiced place, then collective navigation produces the
commons.”28
The present becomes about the technology through
which we access it. Grappling with this slippery subject of the
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26 George Kubler, The Shape of Time:
Remarks on the History of Things, (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1962).
27 In mathematics, there is an infinite
amount of numbers between 0 and 1.
Wikipedia contributors, “Georg Cantor,”
Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia. Last
modified April 26, 2018. https://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Georg_Cantor.
28 Jesse Darling, “Arcades, Mall Rats, and
Tumblr Thugs,” The New Inquiry,
February 13 2012. https://thenewinquiry.
com/arcades-mallrats-tumblr-thugs/
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present, Stuart Bertolotti-Bailey proposed alternate modes of
experiencing time — to “time travel”— in a 2017 lecture. He
began with an image of a watch with a bent hand, produced
by scanning it at 1200dpi, a resolution at which the scanner
light precisely followed the tick of the watch.29 The lecture
itself contained lectures within it, performing previous
art-events to induce a reincarnation of passed time. While
Dexter Sinister’s clock project experimented with the display
of time and our experience of reading it, it was this metaperformance of a lecture in the lecture that resonated the most,
in that we were transported into a collective “happening.”
More than the individual tick of a watch, time is about a shared
experience in space. While using an ordinary office clock,
Felix Gonzales-Torres’ Untitled (Perfect Lovers)30 provides
a more personal statement on our passage of time by pairing
them: the clocks are synchronized side-by-side, where one
would inevitably stop before the other. If time in supermodernity floats in a loop, it is only grounded by consciously
sharing it, whether physically or virtually.
The present can thus be understood through the
connected commons — by living on a network. Johanna Drucker
argues that Groys’ commentary on “useless” time pieces ignores
the urgent contemporary conditions of network-enabled
knowledge production.31 Time is an infrastructure for
connection, interaction, and sharing information, associated
with every data point. It is an axis for value: how much time
is spent (instant reactions, bounce rates, endless scrolls); what
is actively preserved, what accidentally remains (and the right
to be represented, the right to be forgotten); what is prepared
in anticipation of what we need , or should think we need (the
future “feed”.) Byproducts of content processed through this
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information exchange.’” Johanna
Drucker, “Shut Up and Listen to the
Artists!” Los Angeles Review of Books,
September 5 2013. https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/shut-up-andlisten-to-the-artists/

29

Dexter Sinister, Watchscan 1200dpi,
2009, detail.
30

Felix Gonzalez-Torres. “Untitled”
(Perfect Lovers) 1991. At this time,
Ross Laycock, the artist’s partner
was ill; he died of AIDs six years
before Gonzales-Torres’ own death.
31 Johanna Drucker establishes a case
for contemporary artwork that
engages with the mediated exchange
of information in our proliferating
networks. “We see here that a vita
coniunctum, a life-as-networked
connections, produces identity
through the social life of constant
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filter of time often surface as digital artifacts and residues.
Thus, tracing these is a means to access the values of
underlying systems and their implications for the public.
How we collectively measure and understand past,
present, and future fundamentally structures our behavior.
Still, our perception of time is highly subjective and
malleable. Whether with typography, books, or websites,
design shapes interactions that operate over time. By using
the work in time, we experience its meaning.
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World Clock

Web-based video, two 1 minute sequences, https://
marieotsuka.github.io/world-clock. Spring 2017. 170 Images
extracted from All Sky Cam (http://www.allskycam.com).
HTML, CSS, JS.
World Clock is a web-based video that captures a given
hour of time. It looks at the simultaneity of time, in its universal
and local nature, by following the cameras of sky observatories
across the world. The one minute timelapses capture the
hours 1:00AM–2:00AM and 1:00PM–2:00PM EST on March
11, 2017, each sequencing close to 100 images collected.
Because images were manually collected over the course of
the hour, and captures are only preserved on the server for
a few minutes, the image sequence replays the collection
process of “chasing time” through these temporary artifacts
across the globe.
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World Clock

An image captured at 07:17 at a
observatory in Naples, Italy.
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World Clock

The minute at which each image was
captured is mapped to one second in
the compiled sequence.
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World Clock

Images collected on March 11, 2017,
between 1:00AM–2:00AM EST
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World Clock

Images collected on March 11, 2017,
between 1:00PM–2:00PM EST

Common Time

Networked composition,
Sketch 2, http://commontime.
herokuapp.com/. Fall 2017.
Canon Rebel XS, audio tracks
from Drew Litowitz and John
Regan, HTML, CSS, JS, web
sockets (https://socket.io/)
Common Time is a
series of web experiments
as compositions of audio-visual
loops. As more users visit the
website, loops (a corresponding
form and audio track) are
layered, synchronizing what
each user sees. Sound
and form become a shared,
connected space.
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Common Time

Rooftops in Seville, Spain, inspired the
juxtaposition of networks and form.
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Common Time v2
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Common Time v2

“SocketIDs” of each user, an anonymous
ID that refers to the connective
technology behind the site, remain as
residues of a user’s visit.

Common Time 1

Networked composition,
Sketch 1, http://loopsketch2.
herokuapp.com/. Fall 2017.
HTML, CSS, JS, web sockets
(https://socket.io/)
Instead of building up
an overlayed composition, this
version of the sketch develops
a patterned texture as users
access the site over time.
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Common Time v1

Composition, detail.
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Common Time v1

Each loop in the audio places another
unit of a pattern, and additional layers of
patterns combine through multiple users.
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Common Time v1

Each user’s experience is
simultaneously shared and idiosyncratic.
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Common Time v1

“Floated” elements form a different
pattern depending on the users’
browser window size.

1/2

setInterval

Online screensaver, https://marieotsuka.github.io/setInterval.
Spring 2018. HTML, CSS, JS.
setInterval is a website that captures the user’s current
time to compose form. setInterval( ) is the JavaScript function
used to animate the website components for units of time. Each
quadrant represents a component: (clockwise from top left)
the date, day of the week, month, and year. The piece explores
the how we measure and represent our intervals of time.
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setInterval

M

Time-based composition, detail.

21

4/21/2018

setInterval

MMXVIII

https://marieotsuka.github.io/setInterval/
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1/1
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setInterval

The closed edge of the square serves
as a pointing hand of a clock, and its
speed corresponds to its line-weight.

4

3/4/2018

5

3/5/2018

3/6/2018

MMXVIII

https://marieotsuka.github.io/setInterval/
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setInterval

https://marieotsuka.github.io/setInterval/
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setInterval

Time

setInterval

https://marieotsuka.github.io/setInterval/

7

3/7/2018

MMXVIII

1/1

MMXVIII

https://marieotsuka.github.io/setInterval/
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setInterval

setInterval

MMXVIII

1/1

The background is white during the day
and dark at night.

Moiré Meditations

Installation, GD Commons, 31 Canal St, Providence, RI. Fall
2016. Overhead projector, screen, Zoom H2n, aux audio cable,
Velbon tripod, Rust-oleum Spray Paint White, Adobe Illustrator,
p5.js, blue Duck tape, recycled cardboard, Chapstick cap.
Moiré Meditations is a collaboration with Lauren
Traugott-Campbell that coordinates moiré visuals with slow
breathing. The installation detects the user’s sustained
breaths to overlap a layer of lines on a static moiré image,
enabling a slit animation.

The changing present is a sort of
moiré pattern formed between the
structures of past and future.
Cyril Stanley Smith, as quoted by David
Reinfurt, “Everything is in Everything.”
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Moiré Meditations

Users approach the installation and
are instructed to inhale and exhale.
A deep, sustained breath activates
the animation.
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Moiré Meditations

The breathing-detection device is placed in
front of a large projected screen. A button
allows users to cycle through variations of
the animation.

Touch Type

Online text-editing interface, https://marieotsuka.github.io/
touchtype. Fall 2017. HTML, CSS, JS, Helvetica.
Touch Type is a typeface that questions the speed of
current communication. The letters typed appear blurred and
illegible by default, but the longer the key is pressed, the
clearer the letter. Instead of disappearing upon backspace /
delete, letters are crossed through. It is an interface for slow,
deliberate, writing.

4/22/2018

Touch Type

https://marieotsuka.github.io/touchtype/
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Touch Type

4/22/2018

Touch Type

at
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Touch Type

4/22/2018

Touch Type

https://marieotsuka.github.io/touchtype/
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Touch Type

https://marieotsuka.github.io/touchtype/
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PowerPoint Transitions

Transitions.pptx. Screencapture at https://vimeo.
com/270671131. 20 slides, at minimum 1 minute 15 seconds
total. Fall 2017. Timing of each slide to be determined when
performed. Microsoft PowerPoint, Calibri.
PowerPoint Transitions is a PowerPoint presentation
consisting entirely of transition words set to corresponding
slide transition effects. It plays with visual tropes as cues for
sequencing, leading to no conclusion.
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PowerPoint Transitions
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PowerPoint Transitions
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Language: “the meaning of a word is its use”

Wittgenstein famously claimed that language cannot be defined
with a set of properties; rather, it can only be understood
through use: “The meaning of a word is its use in language.”32
He explains that despite the uniform appearance of words,
language is more like the disparate collection of tools in a
toolbox: “there is a hammer, pliers, a saw, a screwdriver, a rule,
a glue-pot, glue, nails and screws.—The functions of words are
as diverse as the functions of objects.”33 Although we share
common needs for these tools, what the toolbox can contain is
as infinitely various as there are individuals. Language is
founded on an agreement in “forms of life.”34
In order for these words to mean anything, they adhere
to a set of rules. The syntax of language — grammar — is what
relates words to each other and to our world. We first learn
these rules of language not by memorizing grammar, but rather
by observing their use, seeing them in action. Like the way we
access space-time through connected experiences, language
is defined by its social use.
Language is our link between the world and our
consciousness of it.35 And it allows us to not only understand
it, but to also reimagine it. Jorge Borges tells the tale of
a man who discovers “the aleph. . .one of the points in space
that contains all other points,” 36 to which Georges Perec
notes that it is an allegory about the alphabet.37 Letters, as
the building blocks of language, contain all possibilities of
thought. Language and its collectively-manifested flexibility
enables us to configure new possibilities, and it is only the
limits of language that limit human thought. Wittgenstein notes,
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32 Ludwig Wittgenstein, 44.
Philosophical Investigations, trans.
G.E.M. Anscombe, P.M.S. Hacker and
Joachim Schulte (Southern Gate:
Blackwell Publishing, 2009), 25e
33 ibid., 11., 9e.
34 ibid.
35 In studying the roots of linguistics,
Foucault’s Order of Things begins
with a response to Borges’ enumeration of eclectic animal categories
from a Chinese Encyclopedia: “What
is impossible is not the propinquity of
the things listed, but the very site on
which their propinquity would be
possible. The animals ‘(i) frenzied, (j)
innumerable, (k) drawn with a very
fine camelhair brush’—where could
they ever meet, except in the immaterial sound of the voice pronouncing
their enumeration, or on the page
transcribing it? Where else could they
be juxtaposed except in the non-place
of language? Yet, though language
can spread them before us, it can do
so only in an unthinkable space . . .
What has been removed, in short, is
the famous ‘operating table’. . . the
table upon which, since the beginning
of time, language has intersected
space.” Michel Foucault, The Order of
Things: An Archaeology of the Human
Sciences (New York: Routledge
Classics, 2002), Preface, xix.
The term nonplace returns to us here
in the context of language: Augé, in
fact, referred to Foucault’s concept of
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heterotopias as a form of a non-place.
Foucault describes heterotopias as
“disturbing, probably because they
secretly undermine language, because
they make it impossible to name this
and that, because they shatter or tangle
common names, because they destroy
‘syntax’ in advance, and not only the
syntax with which we construct
sentences but also that less apparent
syntax which causes words and things
(next to and also opposite one another)
to ‘hold together.’” ibid.
The first sentence of this was encountered in Tine Melzer, Taxidermy for
Language Animals (Zürich: Rollo Press,
2016).
36 Jorge Luis Borges, The Aleph, originally
September 1945. Online PDF at http://
web.mit.edu/allanmc/www/borgesaleph.pdf
37 In his essay “The Page,” Georges Perec
notes, “Is the aleph, that place in Borges
from which the entire world is visible
simultaneously, anything other than an
alphabet?” Georges Perec, Species of
Spaces, 13.

“Uttering a word is like striking a note on the keyboard of
the imagination.” 38
Wittgenstein’s less semantic, more activity-oriented
perspective on language aligns with the role of graphic
design today: as platforms for use. The use of words — and
the way they evolve over time — is intricately dependent on
their forms, their design. Further, with a diversification of tools
and technology, language currently thrives in a multiplicity
of environments. Whether in a book, PDF, e-book, website,
on Gmail, Twitter, Facebook, Slack, etc, these platforms
are designed to give shape to language. In a lecture on
photo production in 1984, theorist Vilém Flusser challenges
the popular use of cameras as simply complying to a
predetermined mode of image-making that is automated by
the apparatus;39 context is its content. As Kenneth Goldsmith
points, Flusser’s critique is ever more relevant today if we
apply this onto all technological platforms for expression.40
Whether with iPhone photography or WordPress blogs, the
means through which the content is created, delivered, and
preserved predetermines the content itself.
Moreover, in addition to the distribution of language
driven by design, the act of creating and using language —
specifically in writing — is analogous to the process of design.
Stuart Bertolotti-Bailey notes, “Due attention to how a clause,
sentence, or paragraph operates effectively is foundational
in approaching the wider workings of graphic design: the
type-setting of a text, the composition of a poster, the mechanics
of a website, and so on.”41 Hackneyed tropes of language
ultimately communicate nothing, like stock-imagery fillers.
Bertolotti-Bailey references George Orwell’s “Politics and the
English Language” to note that clarity in writing is not only a
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38 Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, 6., 7e.
39 Vilém Flusser describes a “polemic
dialogue” of an artist with his means
of production; he is in dialogue
with the individuals and institutions
involved in the production, distribution, and assembly of his materials.
An online trascript of the lecture on
February 23, 1984 at L’École Nationale de la Photographie, Arles is
available at http://www.flusserstudies.
net/sites/www.flusserstudies.net/
files/media/attachments/flusser-photo-production.pdf
40 Goldsmith, Kenneth. “It’s a Mistake
to Mistake Content for Content,” LA
Review of Books, June 14 2015.
https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/
its-a-mistake-to-mistake-content-forcontent/
41 This sentence is extracted from
Stuart Bertolotti-Bailey’s email,
forwarded to us via our graduate
program coordinator Eva Laporte,
to describe the prompt for a RISD
Visiting Designer workshop in
the Spring of 2017. The workshop
required us to draft and revise
a one-paragraph project description.
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functional benefit but a moral imperative — that oblique language
allows for dishonesty that can be politically manipulative.42
Careful attention to language, however, need not manifest
in rigidly following its rules. Gertrude Stein bends the rules of
grammar to reimagine the boundaries of language use. She
writes “Poetry and Grammar” in an almost syncopated sequence
of truncated and run-on declarative sentences with very few
commas, noting that “commas are servile they have no life of
their own they are dependent upon use and convenience and
they are put there just for practical purposes.”43 We often find
this in poetry, where unexpected grammar creates an aesthetic
experience. Intentionally wild language is beautiful.
So language is not only informative, but aesthetic. “Use”
can encompass both.44 And if language is defined by use, so is
its container, in its design. Beyond design’s synthesis of form
and content, the experience of a piece lies in our use of it — our
interaction with the work. Typefaces, as a technology most
directly between language and its form, is a work that only exists
through use. It plays with thresholds of function and aesthetic
experience: Kris Sowersby of the Klim Type Foundry notes that
an alphabet is a concept made concrete through the countless
forms of typography, some that solve functional problems, but
more often propose aesthetic ideas.45 If the aleph symbolizes
the possibilities of an alphabet; the shape of the aleph, the
letter “a” itself, also has infinite forms, for infinite uses.
Stephen Wright’s 2013 text, Toward a Lexicon of Usership,
defines a set of terms to discuss this mode of design that
operates through use. In the first entry, “1:1,” he notes that “Art
and art-related practices that are oriented toward usership
rather than spectatorship are characterised more than anything
else by their scale of operations: they operate on the 1:1
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42 George Orwell, “Politics and the
English Language,” first 1946, available online at https://ebooks.
adelaide.edu.au/o/orwell/george/
o79p/
43 Gertrude Stein, “Poetry and Grammar”
first in Lectures in America (New York:
Random House, 1935).
44

Tine Melzer, opening image and
word list from “Shared Vocabulary”,
Taxidermy of Language Animals. It is
a comparison of the corpora of
Wittgenstein’s Tractatus and Stein’s
Tender Buttons. The premise of her
book is a fictional meeting between
Stein and Wittgenstein, a perfect
union founded on the power and
poetics of grammar.
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45 Kris Sowersby, lecture on May 1, 2018
at the RISD Design Center.

scale …1:1 practices are both what they are, and propositions
of what they are.”46 And as embodiment of a proposition, the
experience of the work raises questions around the way we
behave. Whether with a typeface or a website, the user plays
an active role in its significance. Like the lecture within the
lecture, 1:1 provides content through an experience rather than
communicating content through given containers.
Here, too, graphic design that operates on use need not
be smoothly-flowing; like Stein’s style, unexpected friction in
use can be an effective part of the aesthetic . Furthermore,
dysfunction rather than function is often more revealing of the
mechanics of the interface.
Grammar is to language as technology is to design.
Grammar and technology provide the underlying web of
relations through which language and design operate; they
weave the fabric of use. The content conveyed rests upon
this intricate and malleable material enabling it.

46 Stephen Wright, Toward a Lexicon of
Usership, Van Abbemuseum, Eindhoven, 2013. Available online at
http://www.arte-util.org/cms/
wp-content/uploads/2015/03/
Toward-a-lexicon-of-usership.pdf
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Coordinated Nonsimultaneity

Booklet, 4.5 × 6.5". Spring 2018. Adobe InDesign, Plantin
Std, Domtar Earthchoice 20lb Multipurpose Gray, Staples
24lb Brights, Xerox Color C60, saddle-stitched with black
button thread.
Coordinated Nonsimultaneity is a tri-part modified
dos-à-dos book that exposes the structure of David
Reinfurts’s text, “Everything is in Everything,” an essay that
argues that “thinking (the chicken) and form (the egg) are
indivisibly co-dependent and integrally co-incidental.” While
synthesizing numerous references, the writing structures its
argument in a loop. Thus, the quotations from the text are
interwoven on different paper, and the two parts of the text
meet in the middle. The book structure creates an oscillating
reading experience that mirrors the content.

Q: Which comes first, the chicken or the egg?
A: Both.
David Hume, as quoted by David Reinfurt,
“Everything is in Everything”
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Coordinated
Nonsimultaneity

To mimic the writing structure, the two
sections meet in the middle. Footnotes
are set horizontally here, between the
texts “chicken” and “egg.”
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Coordinated
Nonsimultaneity

The center section contains a tabloid-size
fold-out poster that pulls-out a critical
quote: “thinking and form are all one.”

Indeed there are
many wondrous
things.
myths embellished
by falsehoods,
are deceptive.
But
even
the untrustworthy
oftentimes becomes
trustworthy.
Adhesives

Spreads in New Atlas, a collaborative book, 8.5 × 11", perfect
bound, 16 of 212 pages. Fall 2016. Lyon Text, Bureau Grotesque,
Canon Rebel XS, EPSON Expression 12000XL scanner,
various objects including library bookAnd
scans,
clips,
yet, scissors,
the words that
men tell,
stamps, postcards, items purchased from the Providence
Ocean State Job Lot, printed via Lulu.
Adhesives is a reflection on the process of synthesis:
in a dialectical push and pull, a collection of random images
and objects are collaged together through form and associative
varying
beyond
language. The text from one of the gathered artifacts, “clip,
stamp, fold” inspired the sequence and contents of the spreads.
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wording that is true,

Kharis, [ the poetic compensation for a deed of glory ] ...

has brought about, by way of conferring honor, that

*

— Pindar, Olympian
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Adhesives

ADH ESIVES
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— sink room 507 [plumbing]
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Adhesives

Plumbing is a metaphor for the
textual and formal structures that
synthesize content.
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Google Ngram Viewer

Subject Predicates

Ngram Viewer
Graph these commaseparated phrases:
between 1800

and 2000

caseinsensitive

I write,he writes,she writes,they write,we write,you write

from the corpus

with smoothing of

.

Share

Search lots of books

Tweet

Embed Chart

Website, https://marieotsuka.github.io/subject-predicates.
Spring 2017. Python, HTML, CSS, JS, Helvetica, Google Ngram
viewer (https://books.google.com/ngrams), google-ngramdownloader Python package (https://pypi.org/project/googlengram-downloader/), noUISlider (https://refreshless.com/
nouislider/)
Subject Predicates uses historical data from the Google
Books archive to visualize the prevalence of particular
pronouns when combined with certain actions. The text
size of each pronoun-verb pair corresponds to its
relative frequency in Google’s archive of scanned English
books (~25 million books,) and the span of time can
be adjusted to study fluctuations across years. The
resulting ratios reflect social norms and developments
embedded in language, including gender, collective/
individual, and personal/impersonal associations to activities.

Search for "I write" yielded only one result.

0.00130%
0.00120%
0.00110%
0.00100%
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0.00080%
0.00070%
0.00060%
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he writes (All)
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I write
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they write (All)
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0.00010%
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(click on line/label for focus, right click to expand/contract wildcards)

Search in Google Books:
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1835  1898
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i write
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they write
we write
you write

English
English
English
English
English
English

Run your own experiment! Raw data is available for download here.
© 2013 Google  Privacy & Terms  About Google  About Google Books  About Ngram Viewer

https://books.google.com/ngrams/graph?content=I+write%2C+he+writes%2Cshe+writes%2Cthey+write%2Cwe+write%2Cyou+write&case_insensitive=on&year_start=1800&year_e
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Subject Predicates

The frequency of each subject-predicate
pair in the specified period corresponds
to the relative type size.
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1900

1950

Users can toggle through given verbs
and adjust the span of time.

2000
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Visualizing Poems

Visualizing Poetry

This is Just to Say
E. E. CUMMINGS

Website, https://marieotsuka.github.io/poetry. Spring 2016.
HTML, CSS, JS, Old Standard TT, Poets.org (https://www.
poets.org ), Rita.js (https://rednoise.org/rita/)
Visualizing Poetry is a website that plays with the forms
of poetry by using a natural language processing library. The
user can toggle visual expressions of a poem’s parts of
speech, syllables, and stress points, which are each mapped
to color-coding, text-size, and markings. Sample poems such
as Williams Carlos Williams’ “Red Wheel Barrow” and E.E.
Cummings’ “This is Just to Say” illustrate the tool. Users can
also enter their own text.
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A rose is a rose is a rose is a rose.
And then later made that into a ring I
made poetry and what did I do I
caressed completely caressed and
addressed a noun.
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x
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Poetry and Grammar
Gertrude Stein
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Visualizing Poetry

Parts of speech are represented in color,
number of syllables in type size, and
stress points in textual marks.
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Visualizing Poetry

Users input the title, author, and text to
visualize custom content. Print outs
simplify the interface to only display the
active parameters applied to the text.
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Visualizing Poetry

Print-outs of ways to visualize Gertrude
Stein’s “A Carafe, that is a Blind Glass”

/21/2018

Visualizing Poems

The Red Wheelbarrow

The Red Wheelbarrow
W I L L I A M S CA R L O S W I L L I A M S
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W I L L I A M S CA R L O S W I L L I A M S

» Parts of Speech
» Stress

4/21/2018
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/

x

the white

Metaform Cards

Set of 52 cards, 2.25 ×3.25". Fall 2017. Univers Next Pro,
Google Images, Xerox Color C60, Neenah Classic Linen 80C
letter, Fiskars rounded corner cutter.
Metaform Cards is a set of cards with which users
choose how to play a game. It consists of three types of cards.
1, black cards have words about fundamental understanding;
2, white cards have forms ranging from rudimentary shapes
to pictures; 3, framed cards have sample rules to be combined
or created. It reveals formal metaphors and cultural defaults
that arbitrate our associations, while also playing with the
flexibility of our relational capacity.
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Metaform Cards

Black cards contain words related
to language.

Place a card that
relates to its
adjacent cards.

Repeat.
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Metaform Cards

White cards contain shapes, pictures,
and colors; framed cards contain
possible rules of the game.
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Metaform Cards
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Metaform Cards

The top layout shows one result of the
game, playing only with white (form) cards.

FACTS
MAGINIFIED
INDIVIDUAL
SOMETIMES
RESEARCH EMPTY HOLE
JAGGEDY
BROKEN
GOT
BLUES
SEE
BECAUSE INHERENT MAKE
INADEQUATE
FORM
IS
COMMUNICATION
CROSS
BETWEEN

SIGN DAFFODIL SUNLIGHT
LANGUAGE BUMBLE STARS
CONCENTRIC
CIRCLES
STEPS
CONSTELLATIONS
DNA RESONATES EMPTY
SHAPE
PUDDLES FULL
DOTS
NON-BINARYCORE
SAFFRON
POINTS
OF
VIEW
TO
MEANING

11 × 17" posters were created with the
words generated from playing the game.

Metaform Cards
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Almanac

Typeface, .otf file, 332 glyphs. Winter 2018. Robofont.
Almanac is a textface intended for sizes 8–12pts,
blending the classic structures of Century Schoolbook and
Clarendon with contemporary Scotch transitional typefaces.
Originally designed to typeset the book Infinite Jest, which
contains numerous acronyms and proper nouns, the capitals
are small and unobstrusive. With a high x-height, the text
remains legible at small sizes.
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Almanac

12 / 15

60 / 65

10 / 13

14 / 18

8 / 10
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Almanac

Small capitals allow the numerous
proper nouns to appear seamlessly
within the text.
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Almanac

Helvetica Middlecase

Typeface, .ai file, 26 glyphs. Spring 2018. Helvetica,
Adobe Illustrator.
Helvetica Middlecase is an experimental typeface with
only one case: a form in-between upper and lowercase of
Helvetica Regular, generated via Adobe Illustrator’s blend tool.
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Helvetica Middlecase
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Helvetica Middlecase
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Helvetica Middlecase

Binary Regular, Binary Bold

Typeface, .otf files, each 30 glyphs. Spring 2018. Robofont.
The Binary type family consists of letterforms that
contain their respective binary code. Read from the top left
to bottom right, the placement of 0’s and 1’s in each glyph
corresponds to its code. It makes the technical foundations
of the digital alphabet human-readable.
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Binary Type

Binary Type leverages the modular
process in type design, using two
Robofont components that are repeated
to construct each glyph.
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Binary Type

Binary Type comes in two weights:
regular (left) and bold (above), featuring
open and closed counters.
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203 Binary Type

G: 01000111 (left)
A: 01000001 (top)
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205 Binary Type
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“the root-level MEANS”
interviews

Technology: “the root-level MEANS”

In the 1980s, mathematician and computer scientist Donald
Knuth began a project called Metafont, a seminal attempt
to capture a typeface as a generative program rather than
a family of fixed fonts.47 Artist and programmer Jürg Lehni
points to the underlying parallel motivating the project: “New
typographic tools (to be created to help mathematical
formulas to be correctly and appropriately typeset) and the
mathematical formulas (needed to solve the typographic
problems that the tools required to be designed) stood in
a mutual relation.”48 Knuth believed that finer typographic
control was critical to the development of mathematics.
Dexter Sinister’s essay “Letter & Spirit” similarly recounts
the project’s ambitions. The article not only describes Knuth’s
goals to capture the “intelligence” of letterforms, in which
the way a single letter is drawn can deduce the forms of all
the other letters, but also mathematician Douglas Hofstader’s
antithesis that argues for a typeface’s “spirit,” a higher level
of abstraction concerning what constitutes the letter “a” itself.
The text settles with Geoffrey Sampson’s response that
the “synthesis of letter and spirit contends that it is perfectly
reasonable to conceive of letterforms as both a closed
system (Knuth’s A-shape) AND as an open-ended system
(Hofstadter’s A-ness)… it depends *what you’re after.*”49
Implicit in the emphasis on “what you’re after” is the
axis of use. In a questioning what constitutes a typeface’s
essence, what is considered is also how this logic will be
used as a tool, how this script will perform. The assumptions
around what can and should be technologically represented
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47 Donald Knuth, “The Concept of
a Meta-Font,” Visible Language, 1982.
Available online at https://s3-uswest-2.amazonaws.com/visiblelanguage/pdf/16.1/the-concept-of-ameta-font.pdf
48 Jürg Lehni, “Typeface as Programme,”
Typotheque, April 14 2011, https://
www.typotheque.com/articles/
typeface_as_programme
49 Dexter Sinister, “Letter and Spirit,”
Bulletins of the Serving Library, 2010,
http://www.servinglibrary.org/
journal/3/letter-and-spirit
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influences the manifestations of Metafont. Dexter Sinister’s
story illustrate two integral points: one, that our philosophical
ideologies and intended use influence the tools that we
use — and vice-versa; and two, that by engaging closer to
the raw material, to its fundamental components, we can
assume more agency over the output of our tool. The essay
summarizes: “Through an increasing awareness and gradual
mastery of the form’s new limitations and possibilities *the
writing itself would evolve;* the shorter the distance between
the raw material of words and their processed output, the
more entwined the content and form from the outset.”50
In an interview with game designer Jack Balkin, Dan
Michaelson, co-partner at the studio Linked by Air, notes,
“To me there’s a fuzzy spectrum between graphic design,
which might ask: ‘what does the interface look like?’, and
software design, which asks: ‘what’s the algorithm beneath
the surface that’s organizing the data?’”51 Understanding
the systems beneath provide insight into the ways its
capacities and constraints determine our behavior with its
surface — its expected use.
Technology is often thought of as opaque, objective
machines. But its scripts reveal systems embedded with
assumptions and agendas. Examining technology is a way to
access the materials, individuals and parties behind our ways
of working. Amsterdam-based design studio, Experimental
Jetset, expresses the idea of “makeability” (maakbaarheid)
through their work: “Our goal was to design pieces of printed
matter that would refer to their own materiality, their own
physical dimension. We wanted to design posters that would
never imprison the reader in some sort of false illusion, some
sort of floating image; instead, we wanted to design posters
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50 ibid.
51 Conversation between Jack Balkin
and Dan Michaelson, facilitated by
Rob Mathews, “Sometimes it Looks
like a Duck, Sometimes it Looks like
a Rabbit” http://linkedbyair.net/
balkin.pdf

The duck-rabbit illusion referred to in
the interview refers to how graphic
design, depending on how you look at
it, is a governance structure “which
has multiple overlapping forms of
power and authority,” and vice versa.
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that would constantly refer to their own material base.”52
Designs transparent to their own construction not only inform
users of the contextual dependencies of the work, but also
inspire other means of making.
Transparency goes beyond displaying the artifacts
of production, such as the popular graphic design motif of
retaining otherwise cut-off crop and registration marks in
printed matter; it is about exposing how these work to those
who may or may not be aware of their function, to understand
the role of these residues in the translation process from
screen to print. The use of the design is in communicating
a process of production. Use and interaction — to listen,
to look through, to wait, to touch, to hover, to zoom in —
convey process by spanning space / time and embodying
multiple perspectives.
Moreover, design is implicit in these underlying
“algorithms” as much as in its visible forms. Systematic structures
are designed products that synthesize expectations around
function and aesthetics, also maintained through technology.
Database hierarchies and the scope of user capabilities, i.e.
who has input, who manages, and who receives the output,
are foundational design decisions.
Users are subject to a spectrum of control, whether in
language use or database entry. In “International Disco Latin,”
media artist and theorist Hito Steyerl rebukes e-flux’s criticism
against a so-called International Art English, the notorious
art world dialect of jargon-filled press releases. Instead of
ridiculing the words, Steyerl informs us of the contextual use
of IAE (“Press releases are the art world’s equivalent of digital
spam”) and asks us to consider the social backgrounds of
the often “overworked and underpaid assistants and interns
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52 “It is only logical that the awareness
of the fact that the world around us
can be shaped by people (makeability) will automatically lead to the
actual act of shaping the world
around us (design), and vice versa.”
Experimental Jetset, “Design and
Ideology,” an interview with Magnus
Ericson, September 2008. https://
www.experimentaljetset.nl/archive/
design-ideology

Experimental Jetset, Word-Things in
Time-Space (detail), 2016. Installation
at Riot Ghent.
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across the world” charged with writing in this style.53 The
proliferation of IAE is only a symptom of larger oppressive
structures of the art world concerned with adding intellectual
weight, and concomitant value, to artworks being sold.
Challenging the standards ( the British National Corpus ) to
which the authors compare IAE, Steyerl proposes International
Disco Latin, which “takes into account its digital dispersion,
its composition and artifice …a language that is not policed by
formerly imperial, newly global corporations, nor by national
statistics .”54 IDL is an esoteric conglomerate of permutations
of the English language used all over the world.
IDL, in a technological system, may be best exemplified
by a form of a wiki. Its flat structure allows direct access
to modify content for its users, and is often used in multi-user
platforms such as the Yale School of Art’s official website.55
The content management system embraces the program’s
heterogeneous student body by enabling an eclectic and
experimental collection of voices. The Yale website is also
infamous for its aesthetics, intended audience, and perceived
exclusivity. For better or for worse, by giving the internal users
( the school community) unlimited control, the website limited
its appeal to external users .56 It became a rather exclusive
platform for the “inside” users and other like-minded visitors
who would appreciate experimental processes.
Designing a medium is a political act. Foucault argues
that an intervention into our process, or means of making,
reflects as much of a social commitment as the content present
in the work. Instead of a “relation to” politics, he advocates for
a “relation in.” Dexter Sinister summarizes: “[Foucault] demands
that artists refrain from merely adopting political ‘content,’
propagating an ideological cause, and work instead to transform
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53 “Typically written by overworked and
underpaid assistants and interns
across the world, the press release’s
pompous prose contrasts most
acutely with the lowly status of its
authors…” Hito Steyerl, “International
Disco Latin,” e-flux Journal #45, May
2013. http://www.e-flux.com/
journal/45/60100/international-disco-latin/
54 “— a language that takes on and
confronts issues of circulation,
labor, and privilege (or at least
manages to say something at all),
a language that is not a luxury
commodity nor a national birthright,
but a gift, a theft, an excess or waste,
made between Skopje and Saigon
by interns and non-resident aliens
on Emoji keyboards.” ibid.
55 Dan Michaelson, who designed the
website at Linked by Air, reflects:
“When the school asked my company
to redesign it, we knew the school
was an incredibly vibrant community,
where students unceasingly develop
new ideas about what art should be …
So we empowered all the students,
staff, and faculty of the school to
create and edit all the pages of the
website. I’m using the word ‘empowered’ somewhat provocatively here.”
Balkin and Michaelson, “Sometimes it
Looks like a Duck, Sometimes it
Looks like a Rabbit.”
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56 The website crashed when submitted
on Reddit in the “r/WTF” subreddit.”
The comment threads circle along the
lines of:
> YOU BROKE IT!
> http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:art.yale.
edu
> Wait. I kind of like that. You people
don’t get ART.
> What do you mean, you people?
> What do you mean, you people?
https://www.reddit.com/r/WTF/
comments/e3obk/ill_bet_yales_art_
department_has_an/
If anything, the

Screenshot of Yale School of Art
Website on April 30, 2017.

the root-level MEANS by which their work is produced and
distributed.”57 In today’s neoliberal landscape, while technical
tools are proliferating at an exponential pace, we still increasingly
conform to a limited number of tools. These tools often mask
the agendas of a select few in their “user-friendly” interface
and language.
Bruno Munari, famous for his Useless Machines, warns
of our enslavement to the increasingly automated machines.58
In “Manifesto of Machinism,” he claims, “Artists are the only
ones who can save mankind from this danger. Artists have
to be interested in machines, have to abandon their romantic
paint-brushes, their dusty palettes, their canvases and easels.
They have to start understanding the anatomy of machines,
the language of machines, their nature, and to re-route
them into functioning in irregular ways to create works of art
with the machines themselves, using their own means.”59
Artists such as Rafaël Rozendaal, with his abstract browsing
chrome extension that produces forms from the structure
of web pages,60 and Danielle Aubert, who used Microsoft
Excel to make drawings,61 appropriate common tools—often
used to advance specific corporate agendas—to produce
works of art.
As designers, an awareness of the way our machines are
engineered is critical to maintaining our autonomy. One strategy
is to assume agency is to subvert our existing tools; constraints
engender creative solutions. Another is to build new tools
from the ground up with raw code. It is usually a mix of both.
We may not all need to know how to code, but computational
literacy — recognition of the modes of technical governance
affecting our output — directly informs our ability to reimagine
means to create .
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57 Dexter Sinister, “Letter & Spirit.”
58 Chris Novello notably defines computation as “a representational frontier
and an instrument of domination.” The
controls embedded in our platforms
go hand-in-hand with the issue of
surveillance and privacy. In a lecture
at Het Nieuwe Instituut, Matthew
Stadler looks to the current mass-surveilled state as a threat to our “interiors” — the digital screens we face
are disguised as windows outward
but affect us within. What is at stake
in our privacy is our spaces for
“composition,” our ability to author our
subjectivity: he cries out against this
condition as a state of war. To combat
this leveling force, we must create
human noise, question the polarities
of digitally distributed knowledge,
and most importantly, establish
agency. Matthew Stadler, “Interior
Decorating in an Age of Wartime,”
MacGuffin Magazine, Issue 2, 2015.
59 Bruce Sterling, “Bruno Munari’s
‘Manifesto del Macchinismo’ (1938)”,
Wired, November 12 2013. https://
www.wired.com/2013/11/bruno-munaris-manifesto-del-macchinismo-1938/

Bruno Munari, Useless Machine
(Arrhythmic Carousel), 1953.
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60

Sample screenshot of Abstract Browsing
in use. Rafaël Rozendaal. https://
chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/
abstract-browsing/nmkbjeagaobhphiipgigbjhligebkfcg
61

Danielle Aubert, spread from 16 Months
Worth of Drawing Exercises in Microsoft
Excel.

El Lissitizky: The Site

Website, https://marieotsuka.github.io/lissitzky. Fall 2016.
HTML, CSS, JS. Google Images, screenshots of websites.
El Lissitzky: The Site adapts his text “Typographical
Facts” and “Topography of Typography” to the web, illustrated
with current web-based examples. A dual-directional motion
pairs together each text as the user scrolls through the site.
In “Typographical Facts,” Lisstizky states enduring and evolving
“facts” about typography through the second person: it almost
seems as if he anticipated the web interface in that the user
is immediately implicated. In “Topography of Typography,”
he declares tenets to reinvent the design of communication
according to new media, while also demanding content
appropriate to it. “The new book demands the new writer.”
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El Lissitzky: The Site
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El Lissitzky: The Site

Contemporary examples of websites
appear as the user hovers over key
terms in Lissitzky‘s text.
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El Lissitzky: The Site

Random Compositions

Website, https://marieotsuka.
github.io/random. Spring 2016.
HTML, CSS, JS.
Random Compositions
is a website that continuously
generates randomized color
compositions. Every iteration
falls in place through a gradual
transition, demonstrating the
process of becoming a piece.
Variables include the type of
shapes, the palette, the direction of motion, and the ways in
which forms intersect.
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3/14/2018

Overlap Rectangles Vertical

¤

https://marieotsuka.github.io/random/arcs.html
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https://marieotsuka.github.io/random/overlap_rect2.html
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Random Compositions

2018

Circle Squares

4/29/2018

¤

Circle Squares

¤

//marieotsuka.github.io/random/circles_sq.html
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https://marieotsuka.github.io/random/circles_sq.html
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Random Compositions

4/22/2018

Keyboard

Website, https://marieotsuka.github.io/keyboard. Fall 2017.
HTML, CSS, JS, tone.js (https://tonejs.github.io/)
Keyboard is a web interface that allows users to play
a keyboard. Typing an “a” produces the note “a.” The length
of the keypress corresponds to the length of the note and
font-size, and its font-weight, corresponding to the numbers,
reflects the register. The printed result is an interpretable score.

Play the keyboard
1

2

3

4

5

3
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D

E
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d#

2
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Play the Keyboard
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Theme from Beethoven’s
“Ode to Joy”
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Excerpt from “Do-Re-Mi” from
The Sound of Music

HP Designjet Z3200 Photo Plotter Poster
Poster, 24 × 36”. Spring 2018. Canon Rebel XS, Adobe
Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator, HP Designjet Z3200 Photo
Plotter, HP Heavyweight Coated Paper.

LIGHT MAGENTA
LIGHT CYAN
PHOTO BLACK
LIGHT GRAY
MATTE BLACK
CHROMATIC RED

TOP

Plotter Portraits

INSIDE

KNK MAXX Air Pen Plotter Self Portrait
Drawing, 17 × 11”. Spring 2016. Adobe Illustrator, 24” KLICN-KUT MAXX Air, Sharpie Ultra Fine pen, Neenah Exact Vellum
Bristol 67 lb White.
LEFT

These plotters each print a self-portrait of itself,
emphasizing the components and functions of each machine.

RIGHT
OUTSIDE

YELLOW
MAGENTA
GREEN
BLUE
GRAY
GLOSS ENHANCER

BOTTOM
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Plotter Portraits

HP Designjet Z3200 Photo Plotter
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Plotter Portraits

KNK MAXX Air Pen Plotter
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Plotter Portraits

Ink cartridges, printing head, and
calibration sheet of the HP plotter
emphasized in the poster (left). KNK
Maxx Air drawing a portrait of itself (top)

Hidden Characters

Character List
Booklet, 4.25 × 5.5", 48 pages, staple-bound. Fall 2017. Adobe
InDesign, Letter Gothic, InDesign Hidden (typeface), Staples
100% recycled copy paper, Staples transparency acetate
sheets, Xerox Color C60.
Instruction Manual
Booklet, 8.5 × 11", 44 pages, clip-bound. Fall 2017. Adobe
InDesign, Letter Gothic, InDesign Hidden (typeface), 22 pages
of Staples 100% recycled copy paper, 22 pages of Curious
Collection Translucents Clear 29lb Text, Staples transparency
acetate sheets, Xerox Color C60, bound with two steel 3/4"
binder-clips.
Hidden Characters consists of two booklets. One is
an inventory of all of the non-printing characters in InDesign.
These “control characters” provide insight into InDesign’s
mechanisms, the functions bridging typesetting and software.
The other pamphlet illustrates the use of the Paragraph, Tab,
Space, Line Break and Page Break marks through typesetting
the manual for The Electric Pencil, the original Word Processing
software for home use in 1977. Overlayed on translucent
paper, the marks can also be seen alone, highlighting the labor
of the typesetter.
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249 Hidden Characters

Instruction Manual (left) and
Character List (above)
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Hidden Characters

The list catalogs all non-printing
characters, including some specific
to non-English language uses of
the program.
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Hidden Characters

The marks on the transparent overlay
reveals both the work of the type-setter
and the software.
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GRID-TEMPLATE-COLUMNS: REPEAT(8,1FR);

DISPLAY: GRID;

Web poster, https://
marieotsuka.github.io/
displayGrid. Spring 2018.
HTML, CSS. Adobe Illustrator
for SVG exports, Helvetica.
Display Grid is a
responsive composition that
reveals the structure of
the code that produced it.
{ display: grid } is a CSS property
that allows the screen space
to use a specific underlying
grid, while facilitating finer
structural control to adapt to
multiple platforms and
dimensions. It consists of
properties applied to the
container for the grid, which
is displayed with the white
background and border, as
well as properties applied
to nested items, displayed in
the stroked text for each
respective cell. The code is
thus illustrated in the form of
the poster.

HEIGHT: 100%; MARGIN: 4VW;

Display Grid

Display Grid

GRID-TEMPLATE-ROWS: REPEAT(13,1FR);
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ﬁle:///Users/motsuka/Google%20Drive/RISD%202017-2018/Spring%202018/Newly%20Formed/4-sequence/grid/index.html
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The grid areas respond to the width
and height of the browser screen.
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Display Grid
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The website adapts to portrait exports
when printing. Printing without the
background color simplifies to output to
reveal the underlying structure.

Calibrate

Digital ruler, https://
marieotsuka.github.io/
calibrate. Fall 2017. Fairgate 24”
ruler, measuring tape, HTML,
CSS, jQuery, Helvetica.
Calibrate is a web
app that converts physical
measurements to pixels. The
site calibrates its digital
size with screen width and
resolution. Users input the
diagonal measurement of the
physical screen to generate
a 1:1 scale ruler, along with
examples of personal physical
measurements that emphasize
the optical distortions: larger
things seem smaller, and small
things seem larger. It collapses
the distance between user and
interface through this friction.
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Indexed Color

Experiments in color compression, Spring 2018. Original
image containing all 16777216 colors (https://commons.
wikimedia.org/wiki/File:16777216colors.png), compressed to
8-bit 256 colors via Adobe Photoshop’s Save for Web, spliced
and processed via Photoshop’s batch actions and Apple
Automator.
Viewfinder
Website, https://marieotsuka.github.io/256. HTML, CSS, JS.
Catalog
Book, 7.5 ×7.5”, 518 pages, perfect bound. Adobe InDesign,
Replica Mono, Replica Regular modified for titles, 60#
Uncoated paper, matte cover, printed via Lulu XPress.

INDEXED C�L �R
PNG-8, 256, N� DITHER
PERCEPTUAL

Weave
Textile, 50 × 60”, Woven Image Blanket produced via Collage
(https://www.collage.com).
Indexed Color uses the compression algorithms in
Photoshop’s Save for Web to explore residues of reducing
color. A PNG image of all 16777216 colors possible in
a 24-bit system is compressed to the 256 colors available
in an 8-bit system. The resulting artifacts are designed into
a website, book, and textile, to explore the modes of
enlargement / compression required for color expression
in each medium.
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16777216 colors (top left), compressed
to 256 colors via Perceptual (bottom
left), Adaptive (top right), Restrictive
(bottom right)

+
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Indexed Color

The web interface allows the user to
infinitely zoom into the compression
residues. Pictured is the image from
perceptual compression.

+
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Indexed Color

Each 16 × 16 pixel square from the
compressed image contains variations
in color adaptations. A selection of
them were were enlarged for printing.
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Indexed Color

Marks on the left side of the page
indicate the position from which the
pictured square was extracted.
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Image was further compressed into 6
colors available for the woven textile.

Low-tech Magazine
Identity
Glyph, left-facing arrow.
Publication
Book series, 5.8 x 8.3" (A5), varied page counts, printed on a
Risograph at Madela Books (Carrer de la lluna, 10) in
Barcelona, Spain. Post Grotesk.
Website
Adobe Photoshop, default system font, HTML, CSS, JS, Python,
Pelican CMS. Live server to be built.

LOW←TECH
MAGAZINE

Low-tech Magazine researches sustainable technology
by looking back to historical alternatives. Over the summer
of 2017, through the RISD Maharam Steam Fellowship,
I worked with LTM in collaboration with Lauren TraugottCampbell to design a new identity system, publication,
and website. The left-facing arrow is the only requirement of
its identity, avoiding the need to produce and distribute
custom typefaces and imagery. The book is designed for
Risograph printing at a shop local to LTM’s office in Barcelona,
which allows for an economical one-color series that can
continue to evolve with the organization. “Undesigned”
to absolutely minimal functionality and through a static site
generator, the website radically minimizes the use of
resources as a commentary on internet sustainability. It is
an on-going project with plans to be hosted on a custom
solar-powered server.
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Low-tech Magazine

The left-facing arrow is the only
requirement of its identity, avoiding the
need to produce and distribute custom
typefaces and imagery.
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285 Low-tech Magazine

The homepage is an indexical list of
articles that can be sorted by date, title,
and theme.

“the beauty of a computer”

interview Jürg Lehni 287

Jürg Lehni works collaboratively across disciplines, dealing
with the nuances of technology, tools and the human
condition. His works often take the form of platforms and
scenarios for production, such as the drawing machines
Hektor, Rita and Viktor, as well as software-based structures
and frameworks, including Paper.js, Scriptographer and
Vectorama.org. Lehni has shown work internationally in group
and solo shows and runs an independent practice in
Switzerland since 2002.
http://juerglehni.com/information

Interview with Jürg Lehni
March 20, 2018, 1:00pm EST / 18:00 CET
via Skype

(Marie Otsuka)
As a programmer and artist, you do a lot of research around
the deeper technical specifications —like the difference in
how curves are rendered in Flash versus Illustrator. How do
you go about learning about those details, and have you come
across any challenges, like with proprietary software?
 JL

(Jürg Lehni)
It’s definitely a source of inspiration to find out how
these things actually work, getting to the bottom of it.
And that’s maybe a thread that goes through a lot of the
work. It’s an interesting problem with proprietary
technology. It’s both a source of inspiration but also an
endless source of struggle. You can make a statement
by working with something that’s closed, or industrial,
or not supposed to be used in a certain way, and that’s
part of the work—the material you’re working with.
But then you’re also exposing yourself because you’re
adding a certain vulnerability to the work, where
something might change and stop working.

Like with Scriptographer? … I was curious how you go about
finding out these details to get to the bottom of the software.
 JL

288

Jürg Lehni

I guess I’m just really curious about these things, and
I don’t really take “no” for an answer, especially if it’s

289 Jürg Lehni

And even if a tool does feel like a smooth, simple thing,
sometimes there’s a lot of assumptions and processes
going on behind it that we don’t realize until we look
into it.
 JL

Scriptographer, 2001–2012. Open-source scripting plugin for Adobe Illustrator,
available for free at http://scriptographer.org. Lehni notes the lifecycle of the tool:
“The plugin was initially developed for Illustrator 9 and continued to be developed
until Illustrator CS5. However, the launch of CS6 unfortunately brought on too
many changes to maintain compatibility. But the effort lives on in Paper.js.”

How would you describe this poetic potential? You’ve
mentioned you’ve started out more as a programmer and
then developed into a visual artist?
 JL

Yeah, but in a way, even as a child, my interest in
computers was always about making things. I had
access to C64. It had a printer, and you could write
lines of code that would then print stuff out. But it would
really be driving the printer. It wasn’t just printing the
screens… it was more like ‘print this word in this location
on the page.’ So it was more about making the machine
do something in the way you wanted to do it. You
can say print it 10 times, and that would almost just
be like moving the cursor. The machines at that time had
this weird transparency in their functioning. There
weren’t hundreds of layers of abstraction in between
the mechanical side of the machine and the digital side.
They were pretty close to each other and it was sort of
intuitively understandable to me, as a child, what was
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software. There’s always a way, and it’s just a question
of how much energy you’re putting into it. You’ll always
find a way to do it.
Finding the people who’re involved in making it?
 JL

Yeah, sometimes it’s about finding the right people who
know, or finding the information, finding people you can
learn from. To me that’s an interesting challenge and
motivation, because it’s something hard to reach. Nowadays technology makes so many thing so easy, a lot of
the work it can do … they’re kind of like one-liners, like
punch-lines. So then looking for areas of challenge puts
the bar up. And I look for poetry within that.
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It’s the hardest thing to make something seamless
and effortless. But I think at the bottom of all this
is really a fascination I’ve always had for what I call
the poetic potential. It goes back to my relationship
to technology as a child, when I was super curious
about stuff.

their relation. And you know, it came with a basic
manual. You could read it and write these lines of code.
Maybe you don’t understand everything about the code,
but you understand, if you changed this, this happened.
And I think, now in my work, I really want to communicate
this transparency.
Definitely. Th at sort of straightforward relationship between
function and mechanics is something that interests me. Would
the purpose of this kind of transparency into technology be to
have more control over your output? What would that look
like? How deep would you need to go?
 JL

I don’t think I’m so interested in full control, because
I feel like I’m usually bored of something that I can
anticipate. That’s also the reason I moved beyond the
screen, because on the screen, I often felt that I couldn’t
really get to a place where what the thing was doing
was blowing my mind—because a program did it.
I program quite like an engineer, so it’s too predictable.
Not saying you can’t do it, but it’s something I’m
not so good at. Then the moment I stepped out of the
constraint of the screen and started working with
physical constraints on physical devices, it wasn’t so
much about getting full control—it was more about
finding the voice of this thing, or finding its potential
through experimentation. Almost like a research project.
I don’t think I ever had full control of the works that
I do. In a way, that sort of transparency doesn’t really
exist anymore. But we can work towards it again, or we
can try and make it something that seems worthwhile
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to achieve. That’s what I’ve been doing with the
frameworks that I’ve built for teaching, like
Scriptographer or Paper.js. At the bottom of it,
there’s this kind of DIY or punk attitude in a
way—you make it yours. That’s the beauty of a
computer. In the end it’s a tool that can be anything
you want it to be if you know how to program it.
Being able to unravel it down to the raw code really opens
up possibilities of what you can do with it.
 JL

That’s the origin of the idea of the personal
computer. It was this idea of technology as a mindexpanding device. It goes right back to the sixities,
mostly in the west coast, where LSD experimentation
sat quite closely with engineering. Both were
instruments for expansion. And then suddenly there’s
this idea: what if we could power human minds
with technology? I still believe in that, though
nowadays technology is used the other way. Like
to lock us in as consumers, to track our behavior,
to extract information. That’s all the evil stuff about
the technology. But there’s always a good side.

Yeah and in a way, it seems like bringing it into the
physical world humanizes it. When you see gravity working
with Hektor, or even with Rita having a capacity to erase
physically, there’s something poetic about that. Do you
feel that in order to bring that human element, it’s
necessary for it to be rooted in the physical world and
physical materials?
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 JL

I don’t think it has to, but it helps. Because we’re still
very physical people. But now we’re going through
these changes…our ways of interacting with the world
become more digital. I don’t know what it means for
children who grow up with these devices nowadays.
For them, I don’t know if one feels more real than the
other. I have no idea. It looks like one is more fascinating
than the other, and it’s usually more digital than the
real. But it’s also got this addictive quality, which I often
struggle with—I mean we all do, I guess, probably.

With smooth interfaces, or the kind of technology that we
have today, it’s so abstracted — the processes behind them
are so obscured. It seems like bringing it back into the
physical world forces you to simplify or exposes absurdities
that happen in the digital world.
 JL

There is this DIY or punk
attitude in a way — you make
it yours. That’s the beauty of
a computer. In the end, it’s
a tool that can be anything
you can want it to be if you
know how to program it.
Jürg Lehni

Definitely, but I find it harder nowadays to come up with
topics to work with. I mean, it’s been a while since my
last physical device. I’m on a bit of a break. I have a
project in mind for later this year related to these topics,
that’s also a bit historical, but I do feel that our culture
has changed and somehow the questions that I feel are
important to be asking are different.

How so? How have priorities changed?
 JL

The work that we did, they’re all part of a bigger line of
inquiry into the impact of software or hardware or the
aesthetic process. And then it’s also about making that
the topic of work, and talking about it through the work
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It Can Only be Attributable to Human Error, Guy Meldem, 2005. Photography by
Sophie Ballmer. Drawing developed for reproduction with Rita in the exhibition Rita
+ Hektor, Tensta Konsthall, Stockholm, 2005. | Rita, Jürg Lehni, 2005. DC motors,
linear bearings, semi-opaque glass, custom made tool head, controller,
Scriptographer software.
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Given that, what kind of work are you interested in now?
I was actually having trouble finding out what you’re working
on currently…
 JL

Current Lineto website, designed in 2002, features an expanding and draggable
menu to act like a single-page application.

created with it in an auto-referential kind of way. It
eventually became a research machine. It becomes a
reason to do research on any kind of topic, because
machines can talk about anything. They’re like teachers.
They’re on the wall, you give them your attention, they
tell you their story, you listen …

At the moment I’m working on the new website for
Lineto.com. I did the old one 16 years ago, and we’re
working on this massive new project—which is
seemingly never ending and is keeping me up a bit.
So it’s been hard to keep the practice going. But I do
feel the urge to start working on things again. And the
other thing I’ve been very busy with before I was
working on paper.js. That’s all sort of invisible work.

It also seems like there’s always of multiple parties involved.
It’s a collaboration between you, the way a machine works,
and the way people interact with it.

Something that comes to mind talking about maintenance is
also standardization, and how that comes into play with
experimentation in technology — for example, with the Open
type formats as way to standardize fonts. But then this also
may be closing off opportunities for other approaches. I work
a lot with the web, so there’s also always a lot of things to
keep up with in terms of browser compatibility. On one hand,
it’s convenient that things are standardized, but then it may
also lead to limiting types tools and expressions. How do you
navigate that?

 JL

 JL

Yeah, how do you do something that’s not part of the
standard? That’s funny, because in my work with the
web, I feel challenged in a positive way by something
that’s not possible. You always find a way to somehow
do it. The old Lineto website is a good example of that.
What that website does nowadays is standard—it’s a
single page application. But back then, no one made
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Yeah, and in that sense the work is never over, but at
some point the drive to really question those systems
of aesthetics—you can only do so many. At some point
you’re not as curious about it because you’ve understood
a lot of things. You start seeing the similarities more
than the new surprises. So in that way, that body of
work might be wrapped up.
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single-page applications. Asynchronous loading 1
didn’t even exist. But we sort of hacked it together with
invisible frames,2 so it comes back to this DIY kind of
thing. Where you’re misusing stuff that’s there, or
reappropriating in different ways and somehow making
it different. And I think that was sort of like an almost
adolescent energy.
Hacking your way to make it do what you want it to do.
 JL

Yeah, and even in Scriptographer or Hektor—that was
all about standardization. Because vector graphics
is part of PostScript, there’s a standard; PostScript is a
printer language—it makes a printer print these things.
But at the same time, it’s mathematically beautiful
and very fascinating that this little formula can actually
behave in a way that you can intuitively understand,
because it’s modeled out of something made out of
rubber and you can form it by using the handles. You
get a feeling for it—but you’re actually getting a feeling
for a piece of math. What you’re really doing is basically
creating instructions for a piece of software to draw
a line. It’s almost like choreography. It may not feel that
way, but at the bottom of it, it really is, because it’s a
function of time. The line grows over time, and what
1 Usually, a server needs to load
every resource (such as scripts) in
sequential order. Asynchronous
loading allows for some scripts to
be loaded simultaneously.
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2 In the earlier web, framesets were
commonly used to piece together
multiple html pages into one web
page, though most websites now
use other methods.

Paper.js, 2011–2015. Jürg Lehni & Jonathan Puckey. Paper.js is an open source vector
graphics scripting framework that runs on top of the HTML5 Canvas, created with the
aim to broaden the reach of Scriptographer’s API and free it from the closed and
expensive confines of Illustrator.

you see is the finished result of the computer going
through all those timed steps. Knowing how it works,
you immediately think of it being animated. And that’s
what triggered the idea behind the machines.
That’s really beautiful to think about. I hadn’t really thought
about drawing vectors as a function of time, but that makes
so much sense.
 JL

Scriptographer and Hektor both, in a way, talk about
standards, because they’re the non-standard versions
of things that exist. So in a way, them being so different
and clumsy make the impact of standards visible. Even
in the process, when you work with a normal printer,
you barely think of it. But then when you work with
Hektor, you have to refocus on limitations and problems.
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When you are thinking outside of the way things are usually
done, or alternate ways of using tools (either subverting those
existing tools or creating new kinds of tools from scratch) how
do you zoom out from existing ways of working to reimagine
these different modes?
 JL

It’s hard—it’s a really a hard thing to achieve somehow,
and I usually actually get to it to through dialogue,
through discussion with other people. That’s why
collaboration is so important to me. That’s also maybe
why I don’t make as many works now, because as we
get older, the amount of interactions or people who are
still up for these crazy projects sort of decreases. I have
less collaborators than I used to have. Some stopped
working in this area, others moved away, or
I moved away… And eventually everyone ends up
making money. Just focusing on that. It’s funny isn’t it.
But in the beginning, for example, Uli Franke who I
made Hektor with—he’s an engineer and helped me
with all the mechanical parts. My first plan was to make
a remote-control car that had a spray-can mounted
on it. The problem was, how do you move it on the
trajectories? And how do you figure out where it is?
You need to do video-tracking and controlling. And
a lot of it was about giving physical-object behaviors to
programming—it not being precise. A lot of what Hektor
became was in this dream, with the car. But then it was
also quite hard to do, and my teachers actually told me
not to do it because there was something slightly similar,
even though it was not at all the same thing. But back
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then in Switzerland, people felt like you can’t even get
even close to something existing.
So then it brought me on this journey. Uli and I started
a ping-pong discussion on different ways to move the
spray can on the wall… We listed all the standard
ways, like X-Y axis plotting. There was this endless backand- forth. In a discussion one night, we first thought
of pulling a car, which would have had a little tower
going up with a thing hanging on it, instead of it going
on one axis. You could suddenly position it everywhere.
I don’t know if, had I wanted to get to this, I ever would
have gotten to it.
So it’s really through an iterative, experimental process.
 JL

Yeah and sometimes it was misunderstanding
somebody that brought out the good idea. I meant
something else, and the person misunderstood
me, but actually had a much better idea from this
misunderstanding. And it’s suddenly much more
interesting.

That resonates with what you were talking about earlier, with
having unexpected results coming from embracing
spontaneity.
 JL

But it’s really hard to produce on the surface. No way
you can make that happen, just like that. And it’s fragile,
it’s an ephemeral thing. Like even with the people that
I collaborated with. I find that eventually the discussion
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Hektor Draws a Landscape. Lee 3 Tau Ceti Central Armory Show, Villa Arson, Nice. Jürg
Lehni and Alex Rich, 2003. | Hektor, Jürg Lehni and Uli Franke, 2002. Stepper motors,
toothed belts, spray-can holder, controller, Scriptographer software. http://hektor.ch

runs dry. You do get to the bottom of the combined
potential sometimes. I mean, I don’t know, this happens.
Like with Uli, I don’t work with him anymore because
he grew tired of the artworld and didn’t want to be part
of it. He didn’t like being exposed like this.
So those are collaborations in terms of building the drawing
tool or designing its contents — but there is also an audience
that uses them. How does their participation inform or
change the tool?
 JL

It was like a shared path of getting to know this thing.
Each person I worked with found out different aspects
of it. And it wasn’t always successful… some were
more successful than others, some collaborations.
And sharing authorship is not an easy thing. Blurred
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authorship is tricky. But it even gets more complicated
when the machine is the author. The blurring of
authorship happens at many levels with this work,
because what you’re watching is a machine making
a piece of work. I could just be the machine operator,
or I could be the engineer, or it could be the author
of the content. It’s quite unclear. And I quite like that.
There was a naming of all the Hektor pieces, which
was always like Hektor does something, or Hektor
meets somebody. But that became the story. It was
about this machine having a life. Having different
episodes within that life, chapters.
It’s like you’re giving life to a narrative inherent in the work.
 JL

To me that became like a school. I met a lot of people
through it. I had a lot of exciting opportunities,
challenging situations. And I embraced that. In the
beginning I was insecure about it. I didn’t plan for
it to be this performative thing, where people would
watch, but then it became that.

Did that change the way you saw your work?
 JL

Yeah, how I would frame to work. But it’s interesting
because it just has its life. I’m sort of done using it, but
it still exists. It’s just been years now. At one point you
get tired of spray cans. They’re not too healthy for you.

Going back to alternate tools, one thing you bring up often
is Donald Knuth’s Metafont. The important aspect being
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that there was this mutual relationship between the
typographic tool and the mathematical formula. And I think
Dexter Sinister expanded on that, talking about this
close relationship between the raw material and output,
and because of that, the writing can evolve.
 JL

You know the funny thing about this is that that movie,
Letter & Spirit, started in collaboration with the
Moving Picture Show, where I reappropriated this
laser. David made an animated text for this piece
in similar form. I suggested it could be about itself,
and then we had a lot of discussions. We very
much shared an interest. What I like about it is what
spirit and letter represents: the abstract mathematical
perfect description of something, and how it is
realized in the world. That’s something Hektor has
too. You draw a line drawing that is perfectly
mathematically stringent. The line has only one place
where it exists. Then you executed it with this
machine, this imperfect machine, and it becomes
real, and existing.

He talks about a single letter embodying that Platonic kind
of ideal, and that it can symbolize the whole. I’m wondering
how there is an ideology that plays out not just with Hektor,
but something underlying all of your different creations?
 JL

The work is often quite intuitive, at first. And then
I make sense of it afterwards, almost.

Maybe that why they feel very approachable as a user.
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Moving Picture Show. 23rd International Poster and Graphic Design Festival,
Jürg Lehni, 2012. Featuring works developed in collaboration with James Goggin,
Karl Nawrot, Jonathan Puckey / Studio Moniker, David Reinfurt, Maximage.

 JL

Well, in a way, everything I do is a platform. Everything
I ever make is a starting point. And so far, all I’ve ever
been motivated by, fascinated by, is creating these
starting points with technology. So they’re all proposals
—of devices, instruments, tools, processes—and their
scenarios.

Like setting up the stage for something.
 JL

Yes, stages, platforms. This idea of technology as
a platform. And one metaphor I often use, also in
teaching, is that of a language. Even within the
works. As I worked with many people and devices,
eventually there’s some emerging of an approach.
And also because I’m a programmer, I think very
much in vocabulary and systems. I often try to set up
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You get a feeling for it — but
you’re actually getting a feeling
for a piece of math. What you’re
really doing is basically creating
instructions for a piece of
software to draw a line. It’s
almost like choreography. It
may not feel that way, but at the
bottom of it it really is, because
it’s a function of time.

the system that I can then work through. It’s like
a rule set.
In my teaching, even with basic web programming, I often
compare it to learning vocabulary and grammar too, but
just that it’s all very strict. You have to follow the grammar.
But in a way, there are also ways to … not necessarily break
those rules, but use code in an unintended way. Like the
way poetry kind of bends the rules of language and still
makes meaning, you can use code in a way that isn’t quite
expected, to produce different results.
 JL

Jürg Lehni

For sure. And the other metaphor I like is cooking and
ingredients. You’ve got to do the mise-en-place and
then make something. But technology’s like that,
like Lego. It’s a starting point. I think that’s the other
message. I try to communicate that attitude towards
technology, as a playful starting point. Something
that invites, this openness. That’s also why my devices
are kind of transparent—you can see how they
function. They unveil their inner mechanisms. They
never wrapped up in some closure. Even if you don’t
know how to program, you can look at it and still
figure out how it’s doing. It still explains itself more or
less. So I think that’s important to me.

And it feels like that’s a little bit harder to do in the digital
world, to expose those inner workings.
Otto. Silvio Ceccato, La storia di un modello meccanico dell’uomo che traduce, 1962.
Jürg Lehni and Wilm Thoben, Footnotes from the History of Two Cultures, 2015. Short
Cuts, Kunsthaus CentrePasquArt, Biel, Switzerland.
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 JL

That’s super hard. And I think that’s what I struggle
with with modern work quite often. When I see what’s
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being done nowadays, like in the field of generative design
or data visualization, I often lose this sense of connection,
where I feel like it’s not talking to me. It’s just some artifact
of the process that doesn’t necessarily need any human
intervention. Often I can’t tell the difference between
random data set being used or actual meaningful data.
I also often feel that it’s quite romantic in its celebration of
“the computer as a complex machine.” You feed it this,
and it spits out something. This is something I don’t believe
in, and I don’t strive for.
It’s almost dangerous—this assumption that computer can
process all of this data and objectively spit out some truth.
I think it is all very questionable.

I’m not interested in those things. I’m not inspired by
them, because to me, data-mining, and even the
process of building an artificially intelligent system,
doesn’t feel creative to me. Because you’re endlessly
feeding this thing. You’re designing the network, and
teaching it takes huge amounts of time and energy.
And the only thing you do is look back to the machine
and see what’s it doing, or maybe tweak the algorithms
or tweak the network and try again. You’re like in God
Mode. I struggle with this.
Yeah, the ambitions almost seem to too all-encompassing, too
removed. Like, trying to process everything.
 JL

 JL

It is. The dark thing about it is now with machine learning—
because now we’re talking about artificial intelligence,
but that’s not really true. Those things are not artificially
intelligent—or I mean we can define artificial intelligence—
but what they really are, are really good extractions from
a huge data set. So they’re basically fed by common
knowledge or common behavior. As we know, people are
biased, and societies can be brutal, and so we’ll be
those machines because they learn from them. So the
same cultural bias, racial bias—you will have that in
those machines.

Those twitter bots seem to be a prime example of that.
 JL

Exactly. People ask me, “why don’t you work with artificial
intelligence? Why don’t you do anything with drones?” But
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The only thing it is in the end is a mirror, and mirrors are
narcissistic devices. So I’m also never interested in art
works that work like mirrors. You know, a lot of new
media art is mirrors. There’s a camera, you wave your
arms around it, something happens in front of you.
There’s thousands of versions of this. Maybe there’s
a kinetic sculpture that responds to you. Even the Rain
Room3 is a form of that.

Part of it is also that even if something starts out small and
different, it then gets bought by larger corporations. The data
gets shared, and the technology becomes consumed into
serving one purpose.
3 Random International’s Rain Room (2012)
at LACMA is an immersive environment
of perpetually falling water that pauses
wherever a human body is detected.
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 JL

That is dark. And it does change my perception of my
own work. So I do have a kind of ongoing negotiation
with myself where I’m like, does it really matter, to make
art with technology at this point? Or does art actually
matter? Sometimes I wonder about that.
We’re a short attention span society. And we get the
art that we deserve. It is a funny time to be alive.
I have experimented with social media; I have a voice
on twitter and all that. Sometimes I’m like, I don’t
want to do this anymore, because you’re trapped in
this constant struggle for attention. You want to be
witty, you want to be retweeted, you end up selfcentering yourself.

Like you said, we don’t need more mirrors.
 JL

Exactly. So at the moment, I’m happily disappearing.
I guess you shouldn’t put that in there.

But I think this is important. It’s something I struggle with too,
in thinking about what the current political context. What it
means to making work right now.
 JL
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I think the world has bigger problems right now that
drawing machines. I’ve been thinking, is there a way
to contribute to this. Because there were things that I
had taken for granted in a liberal society, which is being
questioned or put at risk, on a massive scale—not just
in the US. It’s happening everywhere. And noone
knows where it’s heading. Technology plays a role in
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all of this too. I mean the internet is a world-wide mirror,
but it also distorts. We’re used to these distorted worlds
—that work really well, so it becomes a manipulation
machine, and it’s technology. Computer technology,
suddenly for me, isn’t as pure, or what’s the word…
Honest? I feel like in a way, your work is an antithesis of the
way technology works now or like in social media. It’s very
much exaggerating that it’s a machine and that it’s working
and the way it works. Whereas now it’s all about keeping the
real mechanics and motivations of a technology underneath,
while people are obsessed with their own mirrors.
 JL

Black Mirror!

Hah, yes, exactly! I do feel that even if your machines maybe
don’t directly address those issues, the spirit there is very
against the current norm. And it asks us to look at technology
in a different way.
 JL

Yeah, actually it’s a never-ending dialog, or negotiation.
I don’t think you ever reach a conclusion. I think those
things just alway change. And I think teaching is quite
a good activity that allows you to have a consistent
voice. It’s easier to do that than within the art world.

What do you emphasize in your teaching philosophy?
 JL

It’s a lot about those topics. When I teach programing,
I try to embed that kind of view of technology, of
openness. But also bringing in historic artifacts that
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contextualize the technology, so that we don’t just think
of HTML5 and React …although they’re fun!
Yeah that’s always the thing, technology is still fun regardless
of negative implications … there’s always a joy to using
technology.
 JL

Yeah, I guess there’s no way around it.
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interview
“A link is an active thing”

Dan Michaelson 315

Dan Michaelson is a creative director, software developer,
and teacher. He is a founding partner of the New York-based
digital design studio Linked by Air. His work’s goal is to let
people influence the qualities and possibilities of their own
environments in inclusive, forward-looking, flexible, ethical,
and effective ways. Content, experience, governance, and
design are integrated and are engineered to evolve
successfully over time.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dan-michaelson-39297494/

Interview with Dan Michaelson
March 30, 2018 4:00pm at the Linked By Air Studio
195 Chrystie St, 809K New York, NY 10002

There’s the weather on your studio homepage, and
indications for wind speed on the Tang Museum—with
identity design in the GSAPP logo, too, the sun is reflected
through the way it changes. What do you feel is important
in having these physical cues in the digital space?
 DM

I think it’s a metaphor for systems that are
predictable, but unpredictable, like the weather,
the climate. I think one of the ways that we try to
design is to make guesses or predictions overall on
what’s going to become of the systems that we’re
deploying. But then we also really appreciate the
unpredictability of how people use this system and
the different ways that they move through them.
Actually, I think it draws a lot from Tamara’s thesis
work at Yale.

What was her thesis about?
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 DM

She called it “detourism,” but one of the things
she was often interested was the wind. Something
we worked on together for a few projects were
simulations of the wind in different ways. I think for
her, that was sort of a metaphor for nonlinear
systems, which then I think influenced our approach
to UX, basically.
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force anyone through anything, but definitely introduce
things that are new and hopefully timely. And also,
design isn’t a fixed single object, like a chair, but
something that’s always evolving through its use. That’s
something we’re often advocating for with our clients,
and in some ways with our users.
The identity designed for Columbia University’s Graduate School of Architecture,
Planning and Preservation captures the shadows cast by typographic architecture
and evolves over the course of the day.

What kind of process is that? And how do things evolve?
 DM

That’s a great metaphor—it’s crazy but also kind of great how
weather reporting is still so unpredictable. And this real
time connection on the site is always nice. In making these
kind of designs, I’m curious about how you think about
the way people might flow through them. On one hand, you’re
responding to what users would need functionally, but then
like you said, something your studio does is also stipulate
what they might need, or maybe even propose different ways
of behavior … something they might not be used to or even
think about wanting. How does this play into unpredictability?
How far do you push that?
 DM
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Well, there’s that Nielsen theorem, that you should
make all your interfaces the way that they already are,
because people will understand how to use them.
There’s some truth to that. We’re definitely very aware
of discoverability and our interface designs, and we’re
the first ones to criticize something that doesn’t look
like it will be easy to use. But I think any design project
should take an attitude towards the world and expose
people to that perspective. I don’t know if you should
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We see our studios having three lines of perspective.
It’s what’s been really interesting in the past few years.
On one side of the triangle, our studio is an evolving
thing. As people move through the studio, each
designer is influenced by the things that we’ve made
so far, but also adding their influence in the way that
sometimes lasts after they leave. On the second side is
that each of our clients is in some ways different from
the other. So it’s encoded into the system of our
content management system, Economy, that we can
invent those modules newly for each client. And we do.

Do you find that you’re working with a similar workflow, since
a large part of your work is with museums?
 DM

I think we fought against that in some ways, but on the
other hand, that’s the way that a vendor can add
something—in that we actually have some experience
and expertise to offer. Over the years we came to
accept that that’s one of the values that we bring to a
project. But every museum is also very different from
every other museum. We spend a lot of time at each—
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at the site itself, physically and with the organizational
structure of the groups we’d be working for. That
influences the structure of each module, for sure. And
what it looks like. Separate, but related things. Also,
different clients literally have different requirements.
So one part of our work is just to understand what is
your membership structure, or what system does
this need to integrate with, or how many people are
gonna be putting art works in the database. That, at a
really concrete level, affects the structure of these
modules and sometimes what they look like. So that’s
the second side of the triangle, understanding our
clients. And the third side is our users and how they
might eventually flow through that system.
How users might contribute, too?
 DM Yeah, exactly. Contribute and consume it.

The background of the Tang Museum changes according to the number of visitors
on the website and the wind conditions outside the museum.

You mentioned the structure of the modules, but also how
those look. That’s interesting because I feel that with your
websites, there also seems to be a way of working that’s
induced by the form of it.
 DM This is true, too. I think you can see modularity in a lot of
our design. Partly, that is a good thing, and one of the
things that we want to add to the world. And partly it’s
also us falling into our pathway that we usually take,
and that’s something we talk about a lot. How do we
not make this website entirely of scrollable carousels?
An approach we often take on homepages is to show
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a little bit of every kind of content, and that is how we
think about data and how we think about structure. But
it’s also not the only way you can make a homepage,
and not the only way that we make home pages. But
we do have to sometimes push ourselves to think in a
different way.
How do you feel that those pathways are generated?
 DM The CMS is a way of encoding institutional knowledge
here, extending across different developers and
different designers over the years. It creates a way of
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Design isn’t a fixed single
object, like a chair, but
something that’s always
evolving through its use.

designing and also a way of programming that
takes the place of something like a manual. We have
lots of other business processes and software that
we work with for project management. We’ve tended
to be pretty nimble. Colin is our project manager and
business manager who started a few months ago, but
for a while, we were doing a pretty big websites with
everyone doing the work, the design and development.
So really relying on Basecamp or other issue tracking
systems to handle all of the administration. That was
probably a pretty special way of working actually.

Dan Michaelson

How do you figure out who to work with? Do you find that
you work with institutions who seem open to a certain way
of working?
 DM

Right now, we’ve been passive about getting work.
But people send us RFPs, we bid on them competitively,
and people just call us and are like, would you want
to work on this? And sometimes it doesn’t seem like
a good fit. The Yale School of Art website was the first
website that used that content management system,
and it was built on this premise that it could have
many, many authors. We don’t push that on people—
we like the CMS a lot, but it can be used by just a few
authors, too, and is often is. We also sometimes work
with other CMSs when there’s an institutional
requirement to do that. We usually don’t try to get
ahead of an institution and trying to make them
something that they’re not... We’re trying to be pretty
cautious too, about the capacity at the organizations
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“Current Students.” Yale School of Art. May 5, 2018.
http://art.yale.edu/CurrentStudents
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we work with and not proposing features that will be
too hard for them to maintain.
Right. That goes with having something that evolves with the
organization, having something sustainable.
 DM That’s really true. I think we started this with the Whitney,
where we’ll propose a feature that would be a stretch
for the institution. The Whitney museum, for example,
had no digital department when we started working
with them. And we really did propose a pretty ambitious
website at the time with them. It led to some kind of
stress at the institution when it came to sustaining it,
but it also led to the creation of a digital department.
I think in smaller ways we do that with other institutions,
to let design push them a little bit. And something
that’s been a big issue for use over the years—we also
have to be cautious about not building more features
than we are paid for. That can really hurt us, because
it’s a lot easier for us to design things than it is for the
institution to maintain them, and also than it is to
program them. And we’re doing the programming. So
we do have to be really careful about putting enough
interesting things into a project that it’s interesting
for us, and we’re not making cookie cutter projects. But
also if it winds up making a project late, that’s really
crippling from a financial perspective.
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The current Whitney website features Lady Ava Interface, by Carla Gannis during
sunrise/sunset. Past featured artists include Elisa Giardina Papa, Lorna Mills, Allard
van Hoorn, Rafaël Rozendaal, and Jodi.

we don’t have the ability to get new projects during that
time. It can really slow us down. At some point we
realized this trick: we can put two cool features in this
project and take 12 months instead of six months, but
one cool feature in this project, we can be done with it
on time. And then we’ll have another project with
another cool feature in the second six months. We’re
putting two cool features into the world either way!
Taking the long view of our own process is important,
too. We try to push a little bit but not too much.

That’s the hardest thing we can do to our bottom line
because we still have to pay all of our overhead. It
doubles our costs if a project takes twice the time, and

How do you develop and introduce these cool new features?
Do you feel that if it involves some change within the
organization, that there’s some back and forth in terms of
incorporating pushback, or maybe there’s a period that they
used to get used to it. How do you balance that?

Interview
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 DM Yeah it’s both. Sometimes we try to help an organization
change its structure a little bit to manage a project.
But we’ll often iterate to adapt these kind of needs. We
try to have a long term relationship with our clients—
it goes hand in hand with creating these websites that
are durable, as you said. They are durable in that they
can sustain themselves, but all the time there will be
things that a client is going to do that they realize
that they can’t do, or that they need help doing. We’ll
iterate at that point. And sometimes the issue is like, we
thought we would be able to write this blog, but it’s
really not working out, or many things like that. In a few
cases, we’ve redesigned our websites pretty substantially.
We redesigned the Whitney’s website the second
time, for example. At that point we did also have a lot
of conversations about sustainability and making
some changes. Things that they have found harder to
maintain, and some features that had worked out
better than expected and could be better promoted.
That’s a part of thinking about these ecosystems.
Is there a senses of also looking forward, too? Building sort
of a groundwork for things that they might need a couple
years down?

that in a couple years we’ll integrate it with their archive
system to put the entire collection online. We’re doing
that right now with the Tang Museum at Skidmore
College. I think more broadly, we just are thinking about
creating a modern platform that is flexible and modular
at the code level, so that new features can be bolted
on down the road even if we don’t know what they are
now. So that’s also part of how things change.
Something I really liked with the Whitney website, which I
think happened in the first iteration, is that a net artist can
take over the website. Those spontaneous changes are
interesting too.
 DM Yeah, at sunset. The first website was white in the day
and black at night, and then the transition was marked
with an artist intervention for 30 seconds, which
changed every season. The second site is white all
the time, but there’s still a sense of the sunset. Is the
current one Rafaël Rozendaal? It’s always a nice
surprise when it happens. Then you look at the window,
and the sun is actually setting. It’s nice—you realize
that you’re on the website with other people at that
time. And you also realize that there is a world outside!
I did a lot of the programming for the first version of
it, and so I’d be working with my head down and on
the code, and this sunset would happen in a moment
of self-awareness.

 DM Yeah, I think sometimes in sort of specific ways, we
know that a future is gonna happen in the future.
Sometimes a part of a site will be seen as temporary.
With a museum collection, often we might launch with
a database within the content management system
that shows a couple hundred works, with the intention

Yeah, it’s crazy how time can sometimes just vanish when
you’re coding. What’s your relationship with programming
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on everything, especially CSS, and b) at least in the
studio, once you program something you own it.
So it all falls on you?

The Printed Matter website showcases “Tables” for creating and exploring curated
collections of books.

versus designing? Or how do you feel like those two areas
of talk to each other?
 DM

Personally?

Yeah, or in the way you find the studio working?
 DM

I think for everyone in the studio, understanding the
code structures a little bit, and also the database
structures is really important to making a good design.
Understanding CSS is, of course important to make
a design that takes advantage of what’s possible and is
responsive and all of that, but almost even more so
is understanding the structure, the content that you’re
designing. As far as programming and designing,
I guess I do both. I do enjoy programming. It’s harder
now to program because—well, a) I’m not as up to date
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 DM Yeah, the bugs and maintenance of it. It’s easy to do
something once when you have a few hours of
spare time, but then if you’re not going have time to
come back to it for a while. So I’m not doing that much
programming now, which is sort of a relief because
it was really hard to juggle at some point. But I’m still
the technical lead, and I still work with the programmers
to decide on how we’re going to implement stuff
and help them solve problems. I’m definitely still in
the domain.
Yeah. That idea of data structures is interesting to think about.
Being able to really understand the layers behind something,
and why something looks a certain way or why things are
presented at this order. I’m curious about how we might go
about accessing this kind of knowledge. Nowadays there are
so many online code schools, I was wondering if you had
any thoughts on how that works within the web landscape
today. I know you also teach, too, so what kind of things do
you emphasize in your teaching? What should code education
look like?
 DM Yeah, one of our developers went to code school…
At least from my perspective in hiring, it’s been great.
Because so many different kinds of people go through
those programs. There’s an intersection between
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young graduates of those programs and people who
are interested in the kind of things that we’re working
on, that wouldn’t necessarily be possible coming out
of computer science, I think. Plus, computer science
doesn’t even really get at this anyway.
I’ve never taken a computer science class, but it seems much
more theoretical…

It’s a lot to do in one class. We cycled through some
different languages for a while— this year we went
back to PHP, and it’s great, actually. I’m really happy
about that.
Huh, that’s interesting! Because I feel that PHP has a bad rep
in the programming world.
 DM

 DM

Yeah, exactly. That’s been pretty positive in terms
of graduating interesting programmers. I am teaching
programming now, and I have been for a lot of years,
in a way that is integrated with design. With the
Networks and Transactions class, the class focuses
in on a lot of these themes that you’ve been raising.
In a way, it’s more focused on back-end actually.
Originally, it was in PHP and really focused on projects
like making content management systems, thinking
about database structure—how that relates to the
interface people would use to populate that database,
and the interface through which the content in the
database is displayed. Then, through all of that, how are
you making a system that does evolve and change? We
get into how the HTTP protocol works and how stuff
is really being transmitted over the network. So it’s less
focused on pixels and more focused on finding form
and design latent in these more structural aspects. And
it has a focus on typography in the sense of how
typography could express some of those conditions. So
it is a design class, a critique based class. But they’re
also learning programming and doing critical reading.
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It’s such a low barrier to entry. It’s so easy to talk to a
database and to a web browser. I was experimenting
with things like Meteor and Node, but ultimately, they
were too esoteric and don’t have quite the same kind
of community behind.

Yeah. I think that’s super important and interesting to have
back-end as a focus in a design context. For me personally,
there was a big rift between understanding front-end
languages to getting into back-end. It took a little while for me
to take that leap. And I think if I had started the other way
around, I would have had a little bit more of a smoother
transition in being able to piece together those elements. Also,
just thinking of databases, like the design of databases as a
form to work with is interesting, too.
 DM

Yeah, I think good designers who spend a lot of time
browsing the web can teach themselves frontend stuff.
I do also teach another class called Mobile Computing,
which is a little bit more traditional, sort of interaction
design focused class.

Mobile, as in smartphones?
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 DM Yeah. But also at times it’s been like Google Glass,
and AR, and GPS for a while. So just mobile in a sense
of thinking about design that is literally movable.

for one thing. Often things you make do have a set
of values or possibilities that they’re enabling, like
Facebook. And you have to decide whether those
values are good ones or ones that you want to activate.

It seems like more and more people now access the web via
mobile than on desktop. What does this shift mean for us …
and would the role of the desktop website evolve too?
 DM Yeah I mean a lot of desktop web design definitely is
influenced by mobile. Most of our clients are like 35%
mobile. I wouldn’t say that desktop is a niche. Yet.
But you certainly can think about them differently. You
can imagine somebody sitting at home figuring out and
get to the place, planning a visit, versus somebody
walking around, being like, I would like to go there right
at this minute, or even someone who’s there. Now,
that’s the really exciting aspect of mobile. Thinking
about people onsite.
It’s like another level of that day/night shift that you see
on the Whitney on the computer. But it’s even more locally
connected.
 DM Yeah, exactly.
To close, I had a general question on any thoughts you had
on the role of designers and artists working with technology
today, especially given the current political climate.

A story I like to tell sometimes is one when I was
a TA for Paul Elliman, for a summer web design class.
Undergrads from Yale college were taking this class,
and Paul gave them an assignment to make a website
about something that they’re interested in. Period. One
Yale student was like, what I’m interested in is white
supremacy. So he made this website with all these links
to hate groups. It’s problematic because you don’t want
to sensor anybody, but a link is also different than text—
people will go there.
You’re inadvertently endorsing via a link.
 DM Yeah, a link is an active thing. That made me realize
that a link is really enabling someone to do something,
and not just giving them content, even though it’s just
content in the html. Once it’s rendered, it really is doing
something. So Paul’s solution was to tell the student to
just put an equal number of links to anti-hate groups.
I think you do have to be conscious of what effect this
product going to have.

 DM Yeah, we often talk about this in my class. We have
to be careful about what you’re putting in the world,

That’s something that I’ve been trying to dig into, too. A lot
of times we feel like these platforms are neutral, or they feel
like they’re serving us in a objective way, when they’re actually
performing a very particular task. Even looking at Facebook,
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what you’re allowed to do in the way it’s built, liking something
or sharing something, is in a way controlling you. But even
thinking fundamentally, just about the hyperlink, about putting
a link up, is definitely a charged move.
 DM Yeah, it’s letting people take action. It’s building a door
that people can go through. Or ramp. There’s memo
that was leaked from Facebook just today, that this
Facebook executive being like, everything we do is for
the purpose of letting people connect with each other.
That’s our sole mission, anything that happens in
service to that it okay, we just have to accept it. He’s
like people might die, people might bully each other.
There could be terrorist attacks, but we just have accept
that because it’s letting millions of people connect
to each other.

A link is an active thing.
A link is really enabling
someone to do something,
and not just giving them
content... It’s building a door
that people can go through.
Or a ramp.
Dan Michaelson

Wow.
 DM Yeah. Well, maybe it’s good to end on a dark note.

A sample editor’s view of Linked by Air’s Economy CMS.
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Teaching Material: “medium and spirit”

Through the above courses at RISD, I’ve designed both
technical lectures and thematic discussions on what it means
to design for the web. In a landscape of smooth, generic
templates, the emphasis here is to equip students with the
ability to engage deeper with the raw material of code to
produce work that question the implications behind the web
as a platform.
Many students sign up for these courses out of
pressure to know code, in order to build portfolio websites
showcasing their work. While this is a great motivation
to begin a web project, the objective of the course is to
challenge students to see code itself as a medium to make
work, not simply as a vehicle for other media. It’s possible
to go deeper: each coding language also comes with
implications on how we should think about programming —
an idea about how code can be beautiful. The process of
writing code itself can be an aesthetic practice.
Taeyoon Choi defines poetic computation in two ways.
“First, there is the poetics of code, which refers to code as
a form of poetry. There is something poetic about code itself,
the way that syntax works, the way that repetitions work,
and the way that instruction becomes execution through
abstraction. There is also what I call the poetic effect of code,

which is an aesthetic experience realized through code. In
other words, when the mechanics of words are in the right
place, the language transcends its constraints and rules, and
in turn, creates this poetic effect whereby thought is
transformed into experience.”1
Looking at both the material and results of code, Choi’s
questions aligns closely with my work and my pedagogy:
“How can computers create the varying senses of time coexisting in a space? Can we consider code as language
rather than technology? After all, computation is not merely
a technological subject, but a kind of medium and spirit that
runs contemporary society.”2 Examining the various ways
computation is expressed around us is a key driver of the class.
In demystifying the pervasive technologies around us and
appreciating the aesthetics of function, we also discuss the
environments in which they operate: what it means to produce
work on the web. The internet is a specific public space
with a related but distinct ecosystem. It is constantly changing
and striated. A diverse body of students is thus always a
benefit as each student can contribute their own insight on
contemporary internet cultures.
Most of the time, the fibers of computation are invisible
to us — intentionally so. “Black-boxed” technology allows
proprietary software to continue developing in silos to reinforce
a monopoly in the field. As a counter movement, the Open
Source philosophy believes that wide access, diverse efforts,
and full transparency leads to an democratized ecosystem
for improved technology. Github has been a popular platform
for facilitating this exchange of code, and students are
encouraged to learn and collaborate from their peers through
shared code.
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2018 Winter: Web Design
2017 Fall: Web Programming Workshops
2017 Spring: Web Programming Workshops
2017 Winter: Web Design
2016 Winter: Web Design

We must also consider the physical materials at the roots
of our technology. English journalist and filmmaker Adam
Curtis’ documentary series All Watched Over by Machines of
Love and Grace, he recounts how the tech industry exacerbates
the conditions in conflict-ridden nations through exploiting
their minerals; moreover, how interconnected networks and
computation spawned false ideologies about a society geared
toward a stable equilibrium, affecting detrimental economic
decisions globally.3, 4 The internet itself is physically rooted in
environmentally taxing servers — it would be “the sixth largest
country if based on how much electricity it consumes.”5
We can program technology to “learn,” to translate
massive amounts of data and draw conclusions. But a machine,
at its root, operates on binaries and only repeats rigid
instructions at an incredible speed. What data is fed and
how it is processed always carry an artificial agenda of those
who designed the processing system; the assumption that
simply by feeding more data, the conclusions will be more
accurate is dangerous. Like the infinity between 0 and 1,
there is an infinity of points of that can be captured about the
human condition. We need to work with subsets, by design,
and we should acknowledge these boundaries rather than
mask their intentions.
Moreover, in as much as it is a system, it cannot imagine
an alternative system to itself. But people can: we can question,
hack, reject the platforms that surround us. We are not machines:
we have the capacity to abstract, to blur polarities, to be
forgiving. Our platform for communication may be controlled
by tools, with increasingly polarized and homogenized voices
that aren’t in conversation with each other. But our talent for
understanding complexities, for imagining others, still exists.
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As designers working across disciplines, we
interface with intersections of worlds. We can dynamically
reconfigure the thresholds of space, perception, and cognition
and juxtapose unfamiliar propositions. We can use a critical
inquiry into technology as a liberating—and ultimately
humane —practice.

1 Taeyoon Choi, Poetic Computation:
Reader, last modified September 2017.
http://poeticcomputation.info/
contents/
2 ibid.
3 Adam Curtis, All Watched Over by
Machines of Love and Grace, 3-part
video documentary, each 60 minutes.
https://vimeo.com/groups/96331/
videos/80799353
https://vimeo.com/channels/
ciri/80799352
https://vimeo.com/channels/
ciri/80799354
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4 Trevor Paglen applies this approach in
his lecture series “Seeing Machines,”
in which he elucidates the material
implications and scripted behaviors
of cameras (and contemporary
technology) to “identify, or to ‘see,’ the
ways in which [they] create cultural,
economic, and political footprints on
society at large.”
Trevor Paglen, "Seeing Machines,"
Fotomuseum, March 2014. https://
www.fotomuseum.ch/en/explore/
still-searching/series/27031_is_
photography_over
5 Tim Frick, Designing for Sustainability:
A Guide to Building Greener Digital
Products and Services (O’Reilly Media,
August 2016).

## Schedule
* 1:10pm – 6:10pm
* Wednesdays: 1/3/2017, 1/17, 1/31
* Mondays & Tuesdays: 1/8–2/6
* No class 1/15 — MLK Day
* Office Hours / Review Sessions: Fridays by appointment
## Course objectives
* understand the technology involved in implementing a website
* produce working prototypes of web pages
* gain a working knowledge of HTML, CSS and Javascript/Jquery
* use the browser as a place for experimentation
* recognize how information is distributed online
* discuss and analyze the web as a very specific public space, with its own
communities, forms of engagement, modes of communication
* learn how to find answers online to coding problems
* work collaboratively in an open-source model

Programming Workshops were held in Design Center Room 404. A running joke was
the irony of the room number sharing the dreaded error code, 404 Not Found.
# Syllabus
* Wintersession: WEB DESIGN | RISD GRAPH-3217
* 3 credits
* Section 1: Bobby Joe Smith (bsmith07@risd.edu)
* Section 2: Marie Otsuka (motsuka@risd.edu)
This course explores what it means to design for the internet. We will develop
websites from scratch by learning the technical basics of HTML, CSS, and Javascript,
while considering the sociopolitical context of the work produced. Weekly
discussions will look at artists using code as a material and form a critical
understanding of the networks involved in working with technology. Class time will
consist of conversations around relevant readings, technical lectures, project
critiques, and hands-on coding workshops. No prior coding experience required.
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## Prerequisites
* no coding requirements
* basic image editing knowledge
* a willingness to explore the web in all its many forms, uses, and aesthetics
## Software / accounts needed
* Join GitHub (You are here)
* Review Git Version control / download [GitHub Mac client](https://desktop.github.
com/) and clone the class demos repository
* Download [Sublime Text](https://www.sublimetext.com/3) or [Atom](https://atom.
io/)
* Join the [Slack channel](https://join.slack.com/t/wd-winter18/signup)
* Free account at [Codecademy](https://www.codecademy.com/)
* Test in Google Chrome, Safari, and/or Firefox — assignments will be evaluated in
Firefox
## Lectures
All lectures are posted on [Google Drive](https://drive.google.com/open?id=19l_
cfMKDG498TPKCjukv4VPz-fwGlF6X)
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## Exercises and Projects
All assignments are posted on the [Home](https://github.com/risd-web/
wd-winter18/wiki) page on the Wiki. Exercises are in-class / take-home assignments
for practicing or extending material covered in class. Projects are larger assignments
to shape your own content. There will be 4 projects over the course of the semester.
## Readings
Readings will be assigned every week. Be prepared to discuss the texts in class, in
relation to work out in the public and by your peers. Each student must submit a
brief response and question to the appropriate Slack channel the night before the
assigned reading is due. Your responses may also be replies to existing comments.
## Presentation
Each student will give a 10-15 minute presentation on a UI element. You should
research your topic and present the class with a) its function, b) its aesthetics,
demonstrating a full range of its iterations, and c) its history / context / implications.
Format: as appropriate. Here is a [list of possible topics](https://docs.google.com/
spreadsheets/d/1lvXOdo6AJhGLYveICQkM4CksIfA1M4ehr-r8GrXNt6o/
edit#gid=248565475).
## Resources
* Clone/sync this repostory
* Check out the [Wiki](https://github.com/risd-web/wd-winter18/wiki/Resources)
* Quick reference when [Troubleshooting](https://github.com/risd-web/wd-winter18/
wiki/Common-Errors)
* A [Glossary](https://github.com/risd-web/wd-winter18/wiki/Glossary)
* Check out & add to [Sites](https://github.com/risd-web/wd-winter18/wiki/Sites) for
inspiration
## Diversity
It is important that students from all diverse backgrounds and perspectives are
well-served by this course, that students’ learning needs are addressed both in and
out of class, and that the diversity students bring to this class are viewed as a
resource, strength, and benefit. We strive to present materials and activities that
challenge accepted canons and are respectful and representative of diversity:
gender, sexual orientation, disability, age, socioeconomic status, ethnicity, race,
culture, perspective, and other background characteristics. Your suggestions about
how to improve the value of diversity in this course are always encouraged and
appreciated. Please let us know how we might improve the effectiveness of the
course for you personally or for other students or student groups.
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# Projects
## Compilation
* Compile all of your work into a single website. These should all be linked from an
index.html file living at your repository root.
* Be sure to organize your files into appropriate folders (avoid spaces and capitals)
* Be consistent in your naming
* Every Project and Exercise should be in their own respective folder. For online
exercises, simply include a screenshot image in the folder. Include any process
images (sketches, etc.) in a process folder, but please do not include raw psd files.
For section 2, be sure to include a link to your in-class presentation as well. * Due
**Tuesday February 6**
## Project 4: Final
>Determine your own final project. You may begin a new project from scratch, or
choose to expand upon a previous project or exercise. Your decisions in how to
organize the content, format it, navigate through it, and interact with it should
carefully reflect your concept.
1. Plan (Sketch a sitemap, categorize your content)
2. Design (Consider your layout, typography, and palette)
3. Develop (Leverage your combined knowledge of HTML, CSS and JavaScript)
4. Test your website (Design the responsive behavior of the site and test across
devices, including phones)
* Due **Tuesday February 6**

## Project 3: A Record
>Choose a span of time to represent as a multi-page website. This might be your
personal history (every year of your life), your activities over a 7 day week, or a
24-hour period.
* Gather data and contents (imagery, etc.) Consider different forms of media.
* Determine a navigational system suitable for your framework: is it linear or
modular? How do you build a sequence?
* How do you express the passage or experience of time? What is the website about?
* Pay close attention to the user experience. What information orients / disorients?
* Incorporate at least one interactive element using jQuery / JavaScript.
* Due **Tuesday January 23**
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## Project 2: (De)design Systems
>Choose and study a “default” of the web and either enhance it or subvert it. Either
way, be deliberate; the site should demonstrate self-consciousness in its mode of
construction.
* Pick a system, convention, or trend of the web (either past or present.) Study its
iterations.
* What is / is not communicated with this? What audiences does it assume? What
systems does it support / not support?
* Determine an approach to illustrate your findings.
* Develop your site in HTML & CSS. How does the visual and interactive language
support the content?
* Due **Wednesday January 17.**

## Project 1: Styling Lyrics
>Choose a text and use web technologies as an expressive platform for it using
HTML & CSS
* Pick an expressive piece of text: song lyrics, a poem, a manifesto.
* Combine with imagery and sketch out a design for this text.
* Translate this sketch into HTML & CSS
* Reference on designing for the screen: [What Screens Want](https://www.
frankchimero.com/writing/what-screens-want/)
* Due **Tuesday January 9.**

# Exercises
## 11. Experiment with a library
* Select a library, such as p5.js, and modify an example
## 10. Responsive menu
* Using your knowledge of media queries and jQuery, create a responsive navigation
menu that displays its full contents on desktop but hides components on mobile,
only displaying upon clicking
## 9. Codecademy JS
Complete 1–6 of [Introduction to Javascript](https://www.codecademy.com/learn/
introduction-to-javascript)
1. Introduction
2. Control Flow
3. Functions
4. Scope
5. Arrays
6. Loops
## 8. Eloquent JavaScript
Read through the beginning of [Eloquent Javascript](http://eloquentjavascript.net/)
and complete the exercises at the end of Chapter 2.
0. Introduction
1. Values, Types, and Operators
2. Program Structure
## 7. Codecademy jQuery
Complete the full [jQuery track](https://www.codecademy.com/en/tracks/jquery)
## 6. Joseph Müller-Brockmann
Recreate a Joseph Müller-Brockmann poster using just CSS. Then add transitions
and animations that seem appropriate for your forms.
## 5. New Yorker mockup
Finish marking up the last section we began in class of [the New Yorker article]
(https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/09/04/the-fake-news-fallacy) in code,
and make it responsive using media queries.
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## 4. Layout tutorials
Review CSS layout properties with the following:
* [Learn Layout](http://learnlayout.com/no-layout.html)
* [Flexbox Froggy](http://flexboxfroggy.com/)
* [CSS Grid](http://cssgridgarden.com/)
## 3. Codecademy HTML & CSS
Complete parts 1., 2.1, 2.2, 2.4, 2.5 (skip 2.3, 2.6)
1. [Learn HTML](https://www.codecademy.com/learn/learn-html)
* 1.1 Introduction to HTML
* 1.2 Common Elements
2. [Learn CSS](https://www.codecademy.com/learn/learn-css)
* 2.1 Selectors and Visual Rules
		
* CSS Setup and Selectors
		
* CSS Visual Rules
* 2.2 The Box Model
		
* The Box Model
		
* Changing the Box Model
* 2.4 Color
* 2.5 Typography
## 2. Style Ex. 1 with CSS
Using an external stylesheet, format your text from Exercise 1. Demo is in folder 03_
css.

# Readings
Post your response and question(s) for discussion on Slack by Sunday night.
## 4. [New Clues](https://www.wired.com/story/internet-under-fire-gets-newmanifesto/) & the [Cyborg Manifesto](https://faculty.georgetown.edu/irvinem/
theory/Haraway-CyborgManifesto-1.pdf)
> How do you consider the relationship between the social and technological, today
and in the future? What is your vision for the internet?
## 3. Metahaven, [Captives of the Cloud Part 1](http://www.e-flux.com/
journal/37/61232/captives-of-the-cloud-part-i/) & Samuel Earle, [Capitalism vs.
Privacy](https://www.jacobinmag.com/2017/04/google-facebook-informationalcapitalism/)
> What is at stake with our current infrastructure of the internet? What does are the
implications when our privacy is compromised?
## 2. Olia Lialina, [Vernacular Web 1](http://art.teleportacia.org/observation/
vernacular/) & Alexander R. Galloway, [Jodi's Infrastructure](http://www.e-flux.com/
journal/74/59810/jodi-s-infrastructure/)
> (Note: the Vernacular Web is a multi-page article) We'll talk more this week about
what it means to design for the web. What does its aesthetics convey? Also, think
about your existing work. Whether or not your practice is in a digital medium, how
does your work stand in relation to it?

## 1. Markup the Seven Principles of Typographic Contrast
Semantically markup the text with HTML. The plain text is the folder 01_html.

## 1. Paul Ford, [What is Code?](https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2015-paulford-what-is-code/)
> Don’t worry about understanding the technical aspects or the code he mentions,
but think about the ecosystems surrounding code. Full reading (while encouraged) is
optional. Required sections are the following:
* Chapter 1: The Man in the Taupe Blazer
* Chapter 2: Let’s Begin
* Chapter 5: The Time You Attended the E-mail Address Validation Meeting
* Chapter 6.5: And Now for Something Beautiful
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Unless otherwise noted, Github hosts all
of the code for the web projects included
in this book. (https://github.com/
marieotsuka?tab=repositories)

Web Design Winter 2018
(https://risd-web.github.io/wd-winter18/)
Web Design Winter 2017
(https://risdweb17.github.io/)
Web Design Winter 2016
(https://risdweb16.github.io/studentwork/)
Web Programming Fall 2017
(https://github.com/risd-web/wp-fall17)
Web Programming Spring 2017
(https://github.com/risd-web/wp-spring17)
The risd-web Github organization
(https://github.com/risd-web/) hosts
several class repositories including
code used for demos.
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Appendix: 33 tools
1 iMac (21.5-inch, 2009), MacBook Pro
(13-inch, 2017), Apple mouse and
keyboard
2 Adobe InDesign, Illustrator, Photoshop,
Bridge, Camera Raw, Premiere, After
Effects, Audition, Media Encoder,
Acrobat

16 Fiskars bone folder, Fiskars scissors
17 Olfa utility knife, 9mm, 18mm
18 Alvin cutting mat, 23 × 17", 38 × 58"
19 24" Fairgate ruler
20 Wolf Honey Farm, Inc. beeswax bar
21 Bonox Stapler

3 Sublime Text
4 iPhone 4, iPhone 6s

22 Lineco Linen thread, Lineco PVA
Adhesive, Lineco ball handle awl

5 Google Drive, Docs, Sheets, Slides

23 Princeton bright flat brush

6 Xerox Phaser 7800, Xerox Color C60

24 Wacom Intuos tablet

7 “Who But” W.B. Mason 28lb 100 Bright
Ultra-Smooth Finish My Face paper,
letter, tabloid

25 Staples 100% recycled copy paper

8 MUJI 0.5mm pens, MUJI 148 ×
105mm note
9 Dell UltraSharp U2312HM 23" monitor
10 Github.com, Github Desktop

26 Paperworks Savoy 100% Cotton
Natural White paper
27 Neenah Classic Crest Natural White
70T tabloid paper, Neenah Classic
Linen 80C letter paper
28 Curious Collection Translucents Clear
29lb text paper

11 jQuery
29 French Speckletone paper
12 Canon Rebel XS, Canon EOS Ti
30 Zerkall German Ingres paper
13 HP Laserjet 700, HP Designjet Z3200
Photo Plotter, HP Heavyweight paper

31 Ravelli tripod

14 EPSON Expression 12000XL scanner

32 Spotify

15 Robofont

33 Beats by Dr. Dre

